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Step L Undisciglined Discigline?

• School does
have procedure
!JyElizabeth

Stigler
Midway reporter
Though many people believe the
school's discipline procedure
is
muddled, Assistant to the Principal
Paul Gunty, who is involved in discipline decisions, points out the School
does follow orderly steop in discipline
cases.
A teacher or administrator
brings the offense
toMr.
Gunty or Principal
Hanna
Goldschmidt.
"This allows us to get the teacher's
side of the story," Mr. Gunty said. "We
then can decide what to do next according to the guidelines in the Student
Handbook and inform Mr. Tom
Minelli, assistant to the principal, of the
situation. The Handbook clearly states
what could result in a suspension, what
allows us some flexibility in deciding
on a case are the circumstances of the
incident, including the severity of the
offense and the student's honesty."
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Along with the student's counselor, Mr. Gunty and Ms.
Goldschmidt talk to the student being
investigated.
"We of course want to get the
student's side of the story," Mr. Gunty
explained. "We also want to get the
names of the other students who may
have seen what happened, so we can
speak with them in a future meeting."
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If the investigation reveals that
a student could face a possible
suspension, then one of the administrators contacts either Lab Schools Associate Director David Stafford or Lab
Schools Director Lucinda Lee Katz.
"When we go to Mr. Stafford or Mrs.
Katz," Mr. Gunty said, "we present the
information we've gathered and they
either tell us to continue pursuing a
suspension or suggest a relevant alternative to suspension. To be absent from
school may not always be in the best
interest of the student. On the other
hand, being suspended sends a strong
message to the student and the school
that the offense was serious and the
school does not take it lightly."
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Mr. Gunty and Ms. Goldschmidt
meet with witnesses.
"This enables us to get many different takes on the story," Mr. Gunty explained . "From the information we get
from these meetings we decide
whether a suspension should be our
ultimate decision."
Mr.Staffordor Mrs. Katz are given
suspension recommendations.
"Mrs. Katz and Mr. Stafford are notified because they have the ultimate
decision to suspend a student or not,"
Mr. Gunty said. "While we, the administrators, might recommend a suspension, we do not tell the student of the
suspension until that decision has been
approved by the Director and the Associate Director."
If student is suspended, the parents are notified .
"One of the administrators, this year
it was Mr. Minelli, calls the parent in
the presence of the student," Mr. Gunty
said . "In this conversation, Mr. Minelli
tells them why the student is being suspended and when the suspension begins and ends, as a follow up, a letter
is sent home outlining the reasons for
the suspension as well."
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Proposals

haven't

eased .doubts

W

ith the formation of a Disci
pline Review Committee
and the proposal for a Discipline Board of students and faculty
members to handle serious disciplinary matters, changes in the discipline
process may be on the way.
But some faculty members and many
students worry that for all the committees and meetings about discipline and
all the proposed changes, the main is. sues still won't be addressed: That discipline here contim,1.esto be unpredictable, inconsistent and ineffective.
Representing students, parents, faculty members, administrators and Lab
Schools Board members , the Discipline
Review Committee proposed creating
a Discipline Board of four students and
four faculty members at a meeting
March 27.
The Review Committee, and a similar faculty subcommittee on discipline,
was formed in response to widespread
concern that discipline has proven ineffective in recent years .
Many students and parents believe
discipline
casese
are handled
inconsitently, in part because vague
wording in the Student Handbook
leaves administrators room for interpretation of policies and procedures.
Because rules are not enforced consistently, they add, many students believe
discipline has more to do with who the
student involved is than what the offense was, a situation which makes it
hard to learn much from.
(continued on page 14)

Discipline Board idea
arouses more concern
A report published March 27 by the
Discipline Review Committee has
many people asking if there are now
even more questions than answers
about discipl ine.
The committe proposed a Discipline
Board of faculty, parents and students
to review specific discipline cases as a
way to get more people involved in
decision making.
But many people question whether
the suggested creation of a Discipline
Board to give suggestions on discipline
decisions will have any real effect because the Lab Schools Board still has
final authority.
"Some feel that it is an extra level of
bureaucracy that prevents the principal from making his or her own decision," said Physics Teacher David
Derbes, Discipline Committee member.
"Consistency means similar punishments for similar crimes. The faculty
really wants an environment where
things work well, fairly and quickly."
The Discipline Committee reported
that current disciplinary procedures
evidence many problems.
Noting that inconsistent application of
discipline has created an overall lack
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We need to have a
certain set of rules that
the School sets that
have to be respected.
-Principal Hanna ''
Goldschmidt

of respect for discipline in the High
School, the Committee's report questioned the validity of a system in which
'11.e Director is the only administrator
authorized to make final decisions on
disciplinary cases.
It also noted that perceived inconsistencies in discipline application shifts
focus away from learning from mistakes .
"The Discipline Committee is trying to
come up with a policy and a set of procedures that will be followed in cases
where there is a possibility of a kid being suspended," Mr. Derbes said .
"It's just a group that is debating different ways to deal with discipline in
the school. The Board of Directors will
make the final decision to implement a
policy."
Feeling that she has been put in a difficult position during her time as principal, Ms. Hanna Goldschmidt feels
that the principal needs more back
up when it comes to making decisions.
"Discipline is very difficult to administer when I'm the only administrator
in the High School," she explained . "I
hope that they change that for the next
principal.
"Whether it is cutting class to a more
serious offense, we need to have a certain set of rules that the School sets that
have to be respected."
Believing that the new principal next
year is one key to fixing discipline, Director Lucinda Lee Katz thinks that a
candidate with personal experience
with teenagers is a must.
"We need to have firm, authoritative
principal when it comes to breaking the
rules," she explained. "If you have
(continued on page 14)
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"We're going for a fairyish, magical quality."

-SeniorLaurenWolf

Festival production
weaves fairytale spell
~yJ.A. Redfield
Midway reporter
Mischlevous fairies, kindly princes and cruel
witches could brew up a fairy-tale storm in
this year's Rites of May production," A Grimmer Celebration."
Or they could be replaced by modern-day
counterparts. In the student-written presentation, energy and good cheer are the only
guarantees.
The show will be presented 8-10 p.m, Thursday-Saturday, May 18-20, in the courtyard
between U-High and Blaine Hall. If the production is rained out, it will be extended subsequent evenings.
The production will nightly climax the annual festival, which will take place 5-7:30 p.m.
As in past year, school organizations will sponsor food and game booths. Admission to the
courtyard is free, with tickets on sale for individual concessions.
Saturday afternoon, 11 a.m.-4 p.m., parents
again will sponsor an International Festival in
Sunny Gym and Kenwood Mall, a family
event with special attractions for Lower and
Middle School students.
As in past years, the play will be presented
on an elevated stage outside the cafeteria
doors designed by Mr. Allen Ambrosini, husband of Drama Teacher Liucijia Ambrosini, the
director.
The "er" in the production's title tips the hat
to a previous, similiar production in 1981, "A
Grimm Celebration." That highly-popular
show also offered original takes on traditional
tales.
"We wanted actors to learn from each other
in composing and practicing scripts," Mrs.
Ambrosini said. "We also wanted to let each
scene writer give his or her own interpreta-

tion to make the stories more original."
The eclectic nature of the show will offer
everyone involved numerous challenges.
"The show has a big ensemble cast, with
many members playing more than one part,"
said Senior Sarah Geis, assistant director and
costumes mistress. "The original stories may
have been too frightening for younger children, so our adaptations were designed to
make the show more fun and upbeat. Right
now, we can't be exactly sure which stories to
expect because they haven't been selected
yet."
Maintaining a character -specific look for each
actor even with quick changes makes designing costumes difficult, Sarah said. "Each character will have a basic costume that they wear
through each of the scenes. On top of that we
will add special outfits. If we are pressed for
time, characters may even change on stage."
Giving character of an ensemble cast a
Photoby Satya Bhabha
unique look will provide challenges, pointed , FIGHTING MERCILESSLYover a pair of shoes handcrafted by
out Senior Lauren Wolf, makeup mistress.
elves, customers Elliot Epstein and LisaJacobson turn a deaf ear
"Because they may need to change parts sev- to the pleas of shoemaker, Lauren Wolf. Among more than 15
eral times, everyone will have a similar basic fairy tales, fables and flights off ancy in this year's May Festival
makeup design, colorful face paj.nt and wild production, "The Shoemaker's Elves"depicts the plight of a shoehair, that they add to with each character
maker who unwisely trades favors with elves.
change," Lauren explained. "We're going for
"I am writing all the music for the show, and
a fairyish, magical quality."
I will be playing on most of the songs," Sam
Setting the appropriate cheerful mood with explaifled. "What we play depends on which
lighting also will prompt innovations, accord- scenes are selected, but you can bet it will be This is a week of
music
for
the
ing Junior Martin McCullagh, lights master something upbeat."
school. Following
with Junior Chris Art.
Among the organizations likely offering eth"We' re going for a sharp, streamlined look nic delicacies at food booths will be the Asian tonight's big Choral
Festival 7:30 p.m. at
in the dance numbers," Martin said. "We Students' Association, Jewish Students' Asso- Mandel Hall, an
might have to use a moving tSpotlight, some- ciation, Black Students' Association, German Orchestra Festival
thing I've never done before."
Club and French Club.
will take place
A band will accompany many of the play' s
"We will serve a range of Asian food," said Thursday
same
scenes, said Senior Sam Gilman, sound mas- Sophomore Nikita Barai, Asian Students' As time, same place.
ter and musician.
(continuedon page 12)
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Of note

Spring has Sprung
and Hoypoloi's

garden blooms -with flo-wers

•BEAUTIFY
YOUR GARDEN with ourcolor/ulf/owers and clever
chicks on sticks ($12) and unique pieces such as our bronze cranes
(approximately 36 inches tam standing on a metal and ceramic base
and a spurting water fountain base ($1,298 /or the set).
·
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an uncommon galleru for the common man
(and Natalie Hoy's Dad's store)

• DECORATE
YOUR WALLS with a colorful
handpainted wood frame using acrylic paints and coated
with an apoxy resin by Oliver and Mira Mickloloch
($1,200).

10% off with proof of association

with U. of C.

In Chinatown• 2237 S. Wentworth•

(312) 225-6477

Open Monday, Wednesday and Thursday 11 a.m. -8 p .m .
Closed Tuesday
Open Saturday and Sunday 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

"I hiked through it, trying my best to see the
glaciers, but I didn't want to go too far.
-Mr. TheodoreGotis

Vietnam War
gets look in
English unit
~y Abigail Newman
Midway reporter
eading Vietnam War literature and conducting interviews,
English Teacher John
O'Connor's Analysis and Composition classes
are acquiring an understanding
of the questions
raised by the Vietnam War in a new spring quarter unit.
Readings include "In Country," a novel by Bobbie
Ann Mason about a teenage girl whose father dies in
Vietnam, as well as excerpts from Tim O'Brien's "The
Things They Carried," about soldiers' experiences in combat. Poetry, a large part of the course, is represented in
the work of Vietnam poet Bruce Weigle.
Interviewing Vietnam veterans and
people who protested the war, the students will write two analytical papers
to gain a sense of the serious choices
people made. Also, History Teacher
Earl Bell has come to the classes to provide some historical background and
to share his memories of teaching dur- Mr. O'Connor
ing the Vietnam War.
Coming up with the idea for the unit, Mr. O'Connor believes it raises many questions about national perception.
"It's something I've read a fair amount in," Mr.
O'Connor said. "A lot of the best writing in the last
30 years has been about or in response to the Vietnam War. It's really important that there is this generational understanding. What kind of a nation do
we see ourselves as? We did a lot of shameful things
during the Vietnam War. The government lied to
preserve a national ideal. What does that say about
us? The war was only 25 years ago. To high school
students that is an eternity. Returning veterans were
never treated very well. Vietnam was often referred
to as the war we lost.
"There are class issues involved, too. Generally,
people with a lot of money and connections did not
fight. Only two Lab School students served in the
nine years during the war that Mr. Bell taught at UHigh. Mr. Bell observed the irony that people who
did not have to serve protested most loudly. "
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Glacier hunter

Chilling with an unusuaf hobby
J:!y
Richard Baum
Midway reporter
Putting more than 1,200 miles on his Pontiac
Grand Am rental car, Science Teacher Theodore
Gotis tried his best to
see his first glacier during Spring break on a
trip to Montana's Glacier National Park.
Because four feet of
thick, icy snow covered
local roads, however,
Mr. Gotis was unable
to get near enough to
see them.
Tough going

Photorourtesyof Allison Han sen

MR. THEODORE
GOTIS
(at Glacier National Park
near Missoula,Montana)

To successfully make
it to the glaciers while
roads are closed, one
must cross-country ski or
use snowshoes, according to Mr. Gotis.

"It's okay, though, I wanted to see the park anyway," he said. "I hiked through it, trying my
best to see the glaciers, but I didn't want to go
too far. I headed back to my car before it got
dark so I wouldn't get lost."
Encouraging Mr. Gotis' interest in glaciers was
his graduate school acyiser Doug Macayeal, a
glaciologist. Mr. Macayeal has invited Mr. Gotis
to join him and a group of scientists
on an
expedition
to Antarctica.

Open road
While "chilling"
with a ranger, Mr. Gotis
learned that the best time to see a glacier in Montana is in late August and early September,
when all roads are open.
"It's one of the most beautiful parks to hike," he said.
"There's a river, mountains; it's just beautiful and
exciting. No one is around, it's absolutely quiet
and peaceful. It's hard
to explain how beautiful
it is; you just have to be
there."

Museum offers Titanic exhibition
For U-Highers,

who like Mr.
Theodore Gotis are interested in glaciers, "Titanic: The Exhibition" at
the Museum of Science and Industry.
Displayed amid 25,000 square-feet,
"Titanic: The Exhibition"
includes
more than 200 artifacts from the
ship, making it the world's largest
collection of Titanic artifacts recovered from the ocean floor, including
a 13-ton portion of Titanic's hull.
The display also recreates a touchable
portion of the glacier the Titanic hit,
including both its texture and actual
temperature.
The exhibit also includes "Titanica,"
a 94-minute large-format
film by

Stephen Low. Showing in the Henry
Crown Space Center Omnimax Theater, "Titanica" lets viewers experience
a modern-day exploration of the Titanic on a five-story wraparound
screen.
The Museum, 57th St. at the Lake,
offers the exhibit 9:30 a.m-4 p.m.
weekdays and 9:30-5:30 p.m. weekends, most holidays and daily during the summer. The exhibit will run
through Sept. 4.
Tickets are $10 for adults and $8 for
children ages 3 to 11.
Information or advance ticket purchases are available at (773) 684-1414,
extension 2500 and on the Museum's
web site at www. msichicago. org.

Center serves hundreds
Serving 180 U-Highers in over 500 conferences so far
this year, the Writers' Center, in its second year, has a new
drop box for students' extracurricular writing and will
eventually display student-painted murals said English
Teacher John O'Connor.
U-Highers can come to the Writers' Center for help with
their writing. The new drop box offers greater flexibility
for students who write outside of class.
"Students can drop off poems and stories," Mr. O'Connor
said. "Two or three different writing coaches, either Mr.
Jonathan Berliner, Ms. Hilary Strang or I, will read and
comment on them and give constructive criticism."
As for the decorations, Mr. O' connor explained, "Senior
Ralph Ahn is painting a mural of a garden of writing. In
a poem by Marianne Moore, she says poetry is an imaginary garden with real toads. Part of the garden in the
mural will be quotes about writing. There will be apedestal in the middle with an open book. Junior Becky
Murray is muralizing the rectangular panel above the
door. It will be a welcome plaque to the Writers' Center."

Thai Twee offersan
excellentselectionof
freshly-prepared
vegetablesand other
qualityingredients
in
classicThaicuisinethat's
affordableas it is
enjoyablel Comein,
relax and enjoya unique
Photo by Satya Bhabha diningexperience--for
AT THAI TwEE, Joe Puthenveethil and Shilpa
lunchor dinned
Gulati share a fun and satisfying lunch.

THAI TWEE
RESTAURANT

1604E. 53rdSt.• (773) 493-1000
Open 11a.m.-10p.m. MondaythroughSaturdayand 4p.m.-9:30p.m. Sunday

"Thisyearwe had a smallergroup.Wewere able to participatein manyactivities.
Wewere also able to meet all the studentsneeds. Therewas more
individualattentionon each student."
- Mr. SteveFarver(on the Frenchexchangetrip to Lyon)

Graduate followups
never followed up
!JyArielle

Levin Becker
Editor-in-Chief
wo years after College Counselor Mary Lee
Hoganson left U-High partially because of
the Lab Schools Board's intentions to involve itself in the college counseling process, one
of the Board's complaints, the absence of graduate followups, still has not been started.
Mrs. Hoganson said she had not begun the
followups because she had not found the time. The
current college counselors say the same thing.
Graduate followups would determine how
former CT-Highers fared in college.
While most U-High graduates go on to graduate college in four years, some transfer or do not
graduate, sometimes-the graduates themselves
say- the result of poor college choices, drug problems or undiagnosed learning disabilities.
With no set plans for starting followups, College
Counselor Lisa Montgomery said she would like
to begin followups soon, possibly modeled after
those at her former school in New York City. Because of busy schedules, she said, she and Col-

T

lege Counselor Patty Kovacs have not had time to
develop such a survey.
"I am very interested in the idea of following up
Lab alums as they move through college and ultimately graduate," Mrs. Montgomery said. 'We haven't
yet developed a survey. We want to make sure we' re
not overstepping the alumni office and sending more
material than alumni will answer. We don't want to
inundate them with mail from the school.
"At my old school the college counseling office surveyed its graduates every year for five years after
they had left. That would provide information for
current students and get information from former
students on how it went. We should never think we
have perfected the system, and we are aiming to think
of ways to do better. It seems logical that we should
start by asking people who've just gone through it."
Though counselors do not have figures on graduates' college experiences, Mrs. Montgomery estimates
five to 10 percent of former CT-Highers transfer or do
not graduate, a reasonable percentage, she says.
"We see about five to 1 percent of any class transfer and that is a fair number for people looking at

Art by Ralph Ahn
highly selective schools," she explained. "Nationally, 50 percent of students graduate from different schools than the ones they start out at. We live
in a rather rarified atmosphere. A small percentage of students from here will not graduate from
college and it seems fair to me. Were it more than
five percent, I would wonder."

Drug ed program goes directorless for year
~Y.Arjuna ReddY.______

_

Midway reporter
After four years of a highly-intensive, highly-publicized
and highlyacclaimed drug education and intervention program, the school quietly
has gone without a drug education
coordinator this year.
The program's director, Mr. Chuck

•

Klevgaard, left U-High to take a position at Hazelton, a national organization focused on assessing the needs of
companies and corporations in drug
prevention.
.
After leading several highly-prais '"ed
faculty seminars on fashioning drug
education projects, Mr. Klevgaard was
engaged to start a drug education and

Personalizeyour Chicago-Style

PIZZA!

substance abuse intervention program.
Before he came, the school had part
time counselors from several associations to work on drug education.
Mr. Klevgaard set up a program
through which faculty members could
easily refer students they felt might be
at risk for substance abuse. The Student
Assistance Team, a group of faculty, administrators and guidance counselors
he trained, determined if students
needed help and what help would best
serve them. Mr. Klevgaard also set up
the Peer Health Leading program, a
group of trained CT-Highers who
alerted Middle Schoolers to the dangers
of drug abuse. A 1998 survey indicated
a decline in drug use at U-High since a
similar survey in a 1994.
Because Mr. Klevgaard felt the presence of teachers on the Student Assistance Team was resulting in student
concerns about confidentiality, this
year's Team consists only of administrators, guidance counselors, and a
school health supervisor.

Brief-ly:
BROWSING THROUGH EDWARDO'S amazing menu, Lydell Ware
and Benji Fisher know they've come to the right place for the
best pizza around.

Which will it be?
h
sage!
delectable crust.

No cheese,
c10us mushrooms, deep dish!
Thin crust with pepperoni and sauScmmptious cheese,

Youchoose! Anyway,YOUWIN!

EDWARDO'S
f\JAT U R A I I' : Z Z A

Hl">lAUHANI

1321 E. 57th

St. • f 773)

241-7960

Open Monday through Thursday 11 a.m.-10 p.m.

Friday and Saturday 11 a.m.-11 p.m .

Mr. Klevgaard left with high praise for
his work here.
"He helped define the nature of a drug
problem at U-High and helped us to
focus on the numbers less and people
more," said History Teacher Susan
Shapiro, former Student Assistance
Team member. "He was someone that
faculty and members of the Student Assistance Team could turn to for advice
on dealing with problems that they saw
in their students."
Mr. Minelli said administrators have
been looking since January for a qualified replacement for Mr. Klevgaard.
"We have talked to the University and
the Human Resources Department, but
we have not found anyone yet," he said.
"We put together a very detailed job
description and that took time. Creating the job description was a very complex project. We have to make sure that
candidates for the job are qualified and
have all the necessary skills in order to
be as effective as Mr. Klevgaard was
and that requires some amount of time."

Leaders learn

Returning from the National Service Conference March 30-31 in Providence, RI, four
Peer Leaders learned about community
service program innovations they hope to
implement at U-High.
Sponsored by the National Youth Leadership Council, the National Service Conference attracts more then 2,500 students
each year. U-Highers have attended the
conference for the past seven years. The
Empty Bowls project and service site ambassadors are among ideas brought back
from conferences.
The U-Highers participated in a variety
of workshops. They also presented a program on U-High 's Community Service curriculum.
"The conference was wonderful because
it allowed us to learn about other programs
and gave us ideas to improve our program," Community Learning Coordinator Lucy Gomez said. "It allowed us to
recharge our batteries."
Peer Leaders who participated included
Sam Biederman, Kelsey Harden, Hannah
Lantos and Katie Spielberger .
Community Learning participants and
site sponsors will be honored at an annual
appreciation luncheon 12:30 p.m., Thursday, May 4 in Ida Noyes Hall. The program also will recognize "local unsung
heroes."
• ADVENTURES ABROAD-Wandering
through narrow cobblestone streets in the

heart of Lyon, France, five U-Highers
browsed through bookstores and novelty
shops, stopping for a fresh crepe and cof'fee along the way.
Accompanied by French Teachers Ann
Beck and Steven Farver, the junior, freshman and two sophomores stayed with local families and attended the College Andre
Lassagne, a high school, March 16-April
3. Completing the exchange, 11 students
from Lyon are here from April 17-May 8.
Also hoping to learn firsthand about a foreign culture, 11 U-Highers traveled to
Seville, Spain, along with Spanish Teachers Craig Reubalt and Sara Wayne. There
they attended school, visited museums and
witnessed a bullfight. Students from Seville
will visit here in the fall.
This year's group of students traveling to
France was smaller than in previous years
because the trip was open only to High
Schoolers. Previously 8th graders from the
Middle School also participated.
"The Plaza de Espana was my favorite,"
said Sophomore Jenny Heydeman, a Spanish exchange participant.
"The gigantic
building was beautiful. The building was
so high, we were able to see all of Seville's
provinces."
Twelve U-Highers have been serving as
hosts this month to exchange students from
Germany. One highlight of the visit came
with a walking tour April 7 of Chicago architectural landmarks.
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Aaron's Ideal Trip to the Medici
Aaron lovesthe Medici.The food is great,the
people are nice and all the writingon the walls
is "reallycool." Aaronalso lovesninjas. They
are also "reallycool." He often dreams about
being a ninja. Aaron'sideal trip to the Medici
beginswith him walkingdown the street with
his friends.
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·

,
··

Aaron then, casually,saysthat
he has to go into the alley to
checkhis voicemail.

Auof a sudden,Aaron's
ninjaside comesout.
Climbingontothe roofof
the Med, Aaron thinks
he's home-free; only
secondsawayfrom good
food and great service.

ButGorilla Man is on the roof, too!

GorillaMantakesa swingat Aaronwith

(Whatkind of fantasywould this be if
there wasno evilvillanto defeat?)Sword
drawn,Aaronconfronts,him.

his lethalclaws.It is onli withhis quick,
ninja-like reflexes that Aaron evades
death.

After reaching the door to the
Medici,Aaronfinds it locked. But
that's not a problem.Gettingout his
NinjaDoor Decoder (you thought
JamesBondwascool)Aaronbegins
·' his journeyinward.

Time to eat.

EDICI
On 57th

1327 E. 57th St. • (773) 667-7394
Monday-Thursday 7 a.m.- Midnight
Friday and Saturday 9 a.m.-1 a.m.
Sunday 9 a.m.- Midnight

With a swift
swing of his
sword, Aaron
beheads
the
ferociousbeast.
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choices

Matters of life and death

Prom styles
colorfullyglow
with elegance

"THERE IS A thin line between life
and death. But when you' re at that
point it's actually a vast expanse," notes
the pitch line for "The Terrorist," an
Indian film which received several honors at the Cairo Film Festival and
opened at the Century Landmark Theatres this month.
Exploring the contrast between life
and death, childhood and innocence
lost, hope and war, "The Terrorist"
searches for answers in a world where
all these distinctions seem muddled.
Showing lives defined and torn by
violence, the film features very little
violence; set amid beautiful rural scen ery, the film addresses a world devoid
of beauty. It is a film about children in

FROM TUBE TOPS covered with sequins
and matching ball skirts to large flowing
gowns in subtle pastel colors, this year's colorful choices of prom fashions will make
finding your perfect outfit a pleasure.
Fitted bustiers with large flowing ballskirts
or netted ballerina skirts have populated
newspaper and magazine prom fashions.
Blending texture and color, this look wins
this columnist's vote in an opalesque pink
or pastel blue.
More revealing is a ballskirt with a strapless bustier, revealing a small portion of the

Film

Fashion
Arielle
Levin Becker

Natalie
Hoy
tummy, or a halter styled top . Simplicity is
key; overly beaded or embroidered, they can
become tacky.
Sheer backs and floating embroidery add
detail to classic ball gown dresses with
simple square necks and spaghetti strap
boddesses, creating a simple but detailed
fashion.
Accent pieces such as scarves, gloves or
small handbags complete the outfit; don't
hesitate to accessorize simply. Flowers in the
hair or glittery makeup can add touches of
glamour.
Even though male fashion may not be as
varyingly exciting when it comes to suits and
tuxedos, small choices about wearing a
cumberbund or a vest, a black bow tie or
something flashy and bright, shiny patent
or matte shoes, three or four or five buttons,
single or double breasted personalize the
look.
"This year the three and four button tuxedos have seemed to be the most popular,"
said Sales Associate Ted Morris at Gingiss
Suits.
"The single-breasted
has gone really
quickly as well but it's basically your personal taste. I've seen people renting funky
suits in bright colors or patterned designs."
Matching shine and matte is important to
the tuxedo look and patent shoes that shine
and standout with a satin bow tie and an accented tuxedo with gray or just black satin
borders always works.
A vest rather than cumberbund presents a
younger look with a unique shirt that may
be crinkled, patterned or gray. And don't forget to consult with your date about her dress
color so you don't clash for prom photos!

Photosby Claire Stewart
A CLASSIC two-piece
dress (photos from top) by
Laundry ($400) is Anju
Mahajan's pick, while Ven
Mothkur opts for an Armani
tuxedo ($1,520).
FRINGES ADORN
Stephanie Lentz's shirt set
by Chelsea Nites ($178).
Date Chris Oakes prefers
pinstripes by Moschino
($1,130).
Fashionsand photos were
graciously arranged by
Marshall Field's.

YOURSAYIN THEMIDWAY
Compiledby Ameer Saleh

Brian

Mike

They say in spring a young man's fancy turns
to love. What has your fancy turned to?
BRIAN FIERKE, freshman: Who says you can
only think of girls during the spring time? I think
about girls in the summer, fall, winter, spring and
everything in between.
HAL WOODS, sophomore: Personally I am
wondering how I can expand my girl pursuing
techniques. I keep watching Ameer but I just can't
!igure out how he does it!
MIKE DREW, junior: In spring my thoughts
turn to the trees, the beautiful weather and of
course the lovely U-High ladies. But not the
squirrels. I hate those darn rodents!
ADAM ZACHARY, senior: My fancy has gone
away from women and it now more focused on
chilling with my friends in the park and at the
point.

Hal

Adam

a world which seems to have none.
A political drama in Tamil, with English subtitles, "The Terrorist" follows
the final days of Malli (Ayesha
Dharkar), a 19-year-old woman sent on
a suicide bombing mission, during the
last few days before she is to become a
hero for killing-and dying-for her
cause . Her cause is never identified,
the leader who sends her on the mission never shown above the shoulders,
and the "VIP" she is to assassinate
never named. Though the events are
loosely based on the 1991 assassination
of Indian Prime Minister Rajiv Ghandi,
the film functions better free of ideological, political and historical context,
as an exploration of war, dreams and
the psyche of a suicide bomber.
Beginning the film as a tough, steely
warrior who succeeded in 30 previous
missions, Malli seems to experience a
rebirth as she gets closer to her death.
She travels from her jungle rebel camp
to a town where she is to meet and assassinate the VIP. Along the way she
meets a boy skilled at evading Indian
soldiers and landmines but so innocent
he is horrified by the sight of blood, a
man still waiting for his dead son to return, and a comatose woman who
seems to watch and know all as Malli

LIFE,DEATH, DREAMS and war are
among the topics explored in "The
Terrorist," an Indian film featuring
Ayesha Dharkar as Malli, a suicide
bomber in the days before her final
mission. A political drama, the film
received several honors at the Cairo
FilmFestival.

prepares for her own death. As she gets
to know them, possibly the first people
she has known outside the rebel camp
she grew up in, she seems to realize
they are more alive than she is.
Throughout the story, Malli is haunted
by flashbacks of an experience with a
dying soldier, whom she comforts as
they hide under a bush. As he tells her
of his dream, to become educated, she
cautions him that dreams are useless.
"If you dream about what is real, your
dreams will come true," she counsels
him, explaining the bleak view of the
world her life seems to espouse. By the
time she recalls this, she has come to
fully doubt the mission she recently
seemed so certain to carry out.
Directed by Santosh Sivan, who received Best Director honors at the Cairo
Film Festival, "The Terrorist shows
beautiful natural scenes, a stark contrast to the bleak world Malli seems to
inhabit. Though the film centers on
Malli and her feelings as she prepares
to die, she spends much of the movie
as a distant character, appearing before
the camera as if she is being spied upon.
Dharkar' s focused portray! and Sivan' s
skillful, intense direction, create a powerful film which explores what makes
someone alive. As Malli struggles to
understand and come to terms with her
chosen fate, she finds herself trapped
between life and death, a bigger
struggle than she had once thought.
"The Terrorist"is not rated. It contains

briefviolence.

Tommy Boy's tuneful ploy
marijuana; the array of artists, styles,
DEDICATED TO, "all the Herbman
Growers, Smugglers and Hustlers," it even the dates and quality of recordseemed clear to me that "Big Blunts: 12 ing is so different. U-Roy's track was
Smokin' Reggae Hits" seemed more ·recorded in 1975 and sounds comlike it is geared towards a young, im- pletely different (I don't mean this as a
bad thing at all) than the remix of "Unpressionable crowd.
Let's face it: calling a C.D. "Big Blunts" der Mi Sleng Teng" in which Cypress
Hill and KRS-One (definitelynot from
the '70s) make their contributions.
As expected, however, the content of
the songs is about, you guessed it, bud.
U-Roy's track, called "Chalice in The
Cyrus
Palace/' is about a fantasy to sneak into
Dowlatshahi
Buckingham Palace, smoking kali with
the Queen, then talking about the probis nothing but a marketing ploy. I lems of the ghetto.
mean, what exactly is a "smokin'
Then there is Yellowman' s contribureggae hit" anyway? Tommy Boy Mu- tion, "Herbman Smuggling," which is
sic did all this to accomplish nothing
a tribute to the ganja barons of Jamaica,
more than to make your average
who are respected locally as Robin
pothead giggle.
Hood-like figures to the nation's poor.
But as bad as this C.D. seems from its
Record producers putting together a
packaging and title, there are a lot of compilation have the same goal as teengood tracks in there. It's just that, if agers making a mix tape: they want the
you're embarrassed about walking
songs to fit together.
around with a C.D. that says "blunts"
What I mean is that you can't put your
on it, you might want to dub it onto a favorite Bach concerto on the same tape
label-less tape or something.
as your favorite Eazy-E tracks. It
But one cool thing about the C.D. is doesn't work.
the fact that the only thing the songs
But in my opinion, the guys at Tommy
have in common is that they' re about Boy did a pretty good job on this one.

Music

''Even though it is spring, my thoughts are on constantly
improving my Your Say in the Midway column."
-Junior Ameer Saleh

As THE MIDWAYSEESIT-----------,

'May' will
never do

Home-cooked meal
just the recipe
FOR THIS DINING column, Ameer
and I decided to do something completely unusual: some work. So we
agreed upon handling the food ourselves: We would host our own soiree
inviting only select female friends, to
create the right atmosphere. We decided on a few good representatives
from each grade and handed out invitations.
Contemplating what dishes we could
handle, we traveled to the local store
Thursday afternoon with my Mom to
guide us through all our decisions. We

Dining
Bobby Stokes
and
Ameer Saleh
chose pasta with tomato sauce and
chicken as main courses, salad and
homemade bread as sides, and homemade apple pie and the quintessential
Hyde Park Cake with chocolate frosting as dessert.
When Friday afternoon rolled around
I thought we had things in order. My
mom and I had made the bread and pie
the night before, Early Graduate Logan
McBride had the cake ready and all our
ingredients were at Ameer' s crib.
We got started cooking kind of late
while most of the upperclassmen
guests were to arrive. Conviently forgetting the exact chicken recipe at
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home, Ameer and I had to wing it a
little. The pasta and sauce were easy
enough and the salad was already made.
Without all our guests, we decided to
begin anyway. Right off it was obvious
what things were a hit.
The homemade bread and pasta
with vodka sauce were favorites, while
our simple salad with balsamic vineger
was also popular. The chicken, which
was still a work in progresson some plates,
was met with mixed reviews.
Cleaning off our plates we decided to
go see how the pie we were heating in
the oven was coming. Both the pie and
cake were attacked along with a gallon
of vanilla ice cream I had bought earlier that afternoon.
While eating our dessert we learned
that many of our underclassmen guests
did not come because they thought
they would be uncomfortable.
So Ameer and I did something we decided we should always do in the future: Called up our boys to roll
through. In no time the dessert dishes
were gone, along with most of everything else.
The rest of the night was a relaxed
event with everybody staying as late
as they wanted.
Hosting our own dinner, Ameer and
I learned many important lessons. Always have the recipe. Rely on Logan
and my Mom for everything as much
as possible and don't try to bridge any
social gap while just hosting a dinner
for the dining column.
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With the Discipline Review
Committee's report supporting the
creation of a Discipline Board to address discipline, many questions
have come up about the future of
discipline at U-High.
Meanwhile, as always, everyone
talks about how discipline is going
to administered efficiently and fairly.
People say they are working towards
a system with clear consequences for
specific infractions, teaching students why what they did was wrong
Art by Ralph Ahn
and help them back into school life.
But what is wrong with the system break a rule; they need to be told that
is mentioned on the first page of the a specific punishment will occur
Discipline Review Committees re- when they break rules, and then
port: The feeling that whenever pun- understand the policy will be enishment is handed out "strings have forced. Anything less will continue
been pulled."
to give everyone the impression that
Whether the school hands out un- discipline has more to do with who
even punishments, lets certain stu- the student is than what he or she
dents off or doesn't make any deci- has done.
sion for long periods of time until the
As for a Discipline Board, it adds
Director has to step in and solve yet another layer of bureaucracy to
things, everyone knows that disci- an already unclear system. And a
pline is never a clear cut issue at U- student position on the Board allows
High.
parents to complain about the
The problem with inconsistent dis- Board's authority.
cipline starts with the vague HandAdministrators continue to say that
book that allows administrators to for discipline to work at U-High evapply rules without any defined rea- eryone has to be behind it. But no
soning.
one will ever have faith in a system
Students don't need to know that where the rules apply without clear
they "may" be suspended if they logic and objectivity.

Finals days daze
After a week of finals, a U-Higher' s
schedule might read like this during the three days before Spring
'"Break: Englis, study period; Math,
free period; Science, study period;
Foreign Language, final. For faculty
members the schedule might go
something like this: 5 a.m., wake up
and grade papers; 7:30 a.m., arrive
at school and grade tests; 8 a.m.-3
p.m., teach classes; 4 p.m.-11 p.m.,
grade papers and tests at home.
Unlike spring quarter, when two
days are designated for finals in
place of regular classes, finals during fall and winter quarters occur
during regular school days. As a result students often spend time in
classes after they finish the material,
because many teachers are hesitant
to begin new topics a few days be-

fore vacations. Instead, they often
opt for giving students study periods or dismissing their classes entirely, while they scurry to finish
grades, which are due the final day
of the quarter.
Implementing the spring quarter
finals schedule at the end of the other
two quarters would provide solutions to all these problems. UHighers could spend more time
studying for finals, while faculty
members would have time during
the day to prepare grades. \ Additionally, it would ensure U-Highers
do not have more than one final a
day, a policy which has never
seemed to work with the existing
end of quarter schedules. All this
would ensure an easier end of quarters for everyone.

'Mom' and much more
As a Lower School Teacher and cofounder
and
namesake
of
MacWillies Day Camp, Lower
School Teacher Mary Williams was
known as a caring educator, a dedicated member of the community
and a "mom to everyone."
Her death March 14, of a heart attack while returning from a visit to
a senior citizens' residence where
her students had performed for residents, brought a great sadness to the
community she was a part of for
more than 30 years. But even in her
absence, a legacy of strength and
compassion remains for her students, colleagues and friends in the
community.
Ms. Williams taught Middle School
English from 1968 to 1984, and 4th
grade since 1996. In between she
served as principal at schools in
New Jersey and California. Her contributions in the community ranged
from MacWillies, a Lab Schools
trademark, to actively attending and
supporting athletic events, to serv-

ing as a mentor for her students well
after they left her classroom. The
number of lives she touched was
evident at her memorial service
March 26, which, though during
spring vacation, filled St. Thomas
the Apostle Church. A school community service is planned for 2 p.m.,
Sunday in Ida Noyes Hall.
Ms. Williams' legacy of strength,
kindness and caring remains in her
students and colleagues. As Lower
School Principal Beverly Biggs
wrote in a letter to faculty members
last month, "When asked by her
mother how she would be able to get
through the day, a former student
replied, 'Ms. Williams taught us how
to work hard, have fun and take care
of each other."'
Indeed, the memory of Ms. Williams, a caring teacher, community
member and friend, is something
carried by a generation of students,
colleagues and community members fortunate enough to have been
touched by her life.
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Li-Highers recognize numerous influences
in how they seem themselves and others

Editor's note: Many visitors to U-High, including journalists doing reports on the school, note
that U-Highers don't look like other teenagers.
Just why never seems to be explained.
And
U-Highers themselves often can't come up with
a description of a U-High image.
But they can say that T.V. shows, newspapers and magazines and numerous other factors influence how U-Highers see themselves.
And others.

A

s Saturday
evening
ap
proaches, a sophomore girl sits
down to read the most recent
issue of Seventeen Magazine . Flipping
through the pages, she realizes the teenagers she's seeing are all perfect. Everyone in the magazine - boys as well as
girls - has the perfect hairstyle, the perfect clothes and the perfect personality.
After a long day of school, a senior boy
relaxes in an easy chair at home and
turns on the T.V. Impressions of teenagers parade before him, but they all
appear at least 25 years old.
Not for U-Highers

That may be how the media portrays
teenagers, but U-Highers say it's not
the image they'd ever want.
"U-Highers want to seem abnormally
smart," Freshman Brian Fierke said.
"When you say you're from U-High,
we sort of want people to say, 'Wow,
you' re so smart.' We love that. We enjoy being on top. U-Highers always
want to be thought of as the best. Most
U-Highers strive to be different. We
don't want to be thrown in the same
category as everyone else. U-Highers

enjoy standing out in the crowd."
Though U-Highers want to be portrayed to the outside world as smart
and individual, Senior John Wood
doesn't feel that is how they always act.
"We're a private school of smart kids
and rich kids," he said. "Overall there
is a general lackof maturity.We're thought
of as a' smart school.'When I was younger,
kids would ask me where I went to
school. I'd say Lab School and they'd
reply, 'Oh, you go to a smart school."'
U-Highers have a way they want to
be viewed by the outside world and a
concept of how they actually are, but
how they think the outside world actually views them doesn't necessarily
coincide, many say.
"I think that kids from other schools
think U-Highers are arrogant, snobb ~
and smart," Brian said. "They also
think we're nerds. We are seen as competitive, though not as competitive as
some schools. I think that we are definitely thought of mainly as smart and
proud of it."
The view from the North Side

Like U-Highers, students at North
Side Leaguemates Parker and Latin
believe they have their own particular
image and style. But that style looks
familiar if not the same.
Coming to U-High from Francis
Parker, Freshman Nick Epstein finds
many similarities between U-High and
Parker. Nick finds that students at both
schools are alike in their perception of
other schools, the understanding of stu-

dent relations and the acceptance of
image.
"The images that Parker students
have of Lab are mostly based on ignorance because the schools are so far
apart," Nick explained. "We really had
a hard time labeling U-High because
most of us didn't have any connections
to the area.
"If you were to visit Francis Parker
you would meet people who are up-

front and friendly.
"However, they would be hesitant really to get to know you because they
have grown up in an environment that
has not had many newcomers and from
what I know kids here at Lab are the
exact same. At Parker you would see
lots of designer jeans, khakis, cell
phones, Abercombie and lots of Oakley
sunglasses.
"The image of the Parker student

Presenting the fabulous
Ill Junior ventures
out of character

PLAINJANEto trendy teen proved an easy transition for Emily Dorman, thanks to a haircut from
Hair Design International, make-up from Bobbi
Brown and a fashionable new outfit. From accentuating her face to bringing out her freckles,
Emily's Midway makeover was enough to make
her say "Damn!"

Dressed in loose fitting blue jeans and
U-High's vibrant red Arts Fest t-shirt
with her long, brown hair pulled back
in a ponytail, Junior Emily Dorman
prepares herself for the ultimate
makeover, provided by the Midway.
Trading in her casual plain Jane image,
Emily is in search of a trendy new look.
"This is going to be really different
from any experience I have ever had,"
Emily said. "The most I've ever had
done at a beauty salon was a simple
haircut. I think it will be really fun to
do something completely out of character and leave the t-shirt and jeans
look I'm used to."
Emily's first stop of the afternoon is
Hair Design International on 57th
Street near Kimbark. Greeted by
friendly hair stylist Amy Bede, the pair
decided on a flattering haircut for
Emily ($19).
"A chin-length bob is good for a heartshaped face like Emily's," Ms. Bede
said. "She's wide in the cheek-bone
area which draws attention to her chin.
I'm giving her layers which will help
soften the look."
Her new do blowing in the wind,
Emily cruised down Lake Shore Drive
with some 'Nsync blasting in the background.
Next stop: Bobbi Brown
makeup counter in Bloomingdales at
900 N. Michigan Ave.
Intimidated by the large selection of
makeup, Emily was relieved when
Bobbi Brown makeup specialist Susie
Photos by Tai Duncan

(continued on page 12)

"I think that the media doesn't
practice what they preach."

-JuniorCarolynBlair

ranges from the 'ghetto-urban' styles of baggy
pants however, still very preppy in their personalities, to the 'alternative' styles of fat pants
and rave shirts."
Nick said he normally felt comfortable with
what he wore to school, but he does remember several times catching criticism for his
wardrobe selection.
"I used to like to come to school in my pajamas because I was too lazy to get dressed and
I wanted to sleep in," Nick said. "I got lots of
crap about it, everyone would say stuff like
'why are you wearing pajamas?' or just make
stupid jokes.
Similar to CT-Highand Parker, Latin has a
vast, array of people who are open to other
students fashionable self-expressions.
"Here at Latin there is always a good amount
of people who dress to the norm or there
would be no norm to dress to," said Latin
Freshman Meredith Krohn-Friedson, sister of
CT-HighJunior Michelle. "The students here
at Latin dress to their personality; if someone
is a very extroverted person maybe they'll
wear bright clothing.
"For instance, one of my friends color coordinates her makeup to the color clothes she
wears. Other students dye their hair different colors each week, and for the most part
it's accepted."
But some Latin students say they don't have
any impressions of CT-Higherssince they don't
know many CT-Highersor visit Hyde Park often.
"Talking to my friends who go to Lab, it
seems like there are way more stereotypes
about Parker and Latin kids coming from Lab
than stereotypes about Lab coming from
Parker and Latin," Latin Junior Anna Borher,
said. "Lab is really far away so we really don't
have a sense of image about you guys unless
we have friends who go to your school or live
in the Hyde Park neighborhood."

Creek,' are not realistic," Freshman Abena
Sarpong said. "No one talks with such
adultlike language. People aren't that cruel like
on some of the T.V. shows. There are times
when CT-Highers or anyone for that matter,
think mean thoughts towards another person,
but they would never say it to that person's
face. It's evident that no one wants to be not
'in' but T.V. shows really don't get the right
image of teenagers."
CT-Highersthemselves often get ideas for their
own personal style from the media, while others choose to resist the media's influence.
"Magazines are a fantasy," Sophomore Brian
Rizowy said. "They strive for perfection.
People at CT-Hightry to model themselves after things that are totally irrelevant to who they
really are. Everybody dresses the same but
some people dress to impress others."
Though actors on T.V. shows such as
"Dawson's Creek" and "Boy Meets World" attempt to depict teen life, some CT-Highersbelieve the shows send teenagers the wrong
message.
"I think that the media doesn't practice what
they preach," Junior Carolyn Blair said. "On
T.V.shows all the actors are adults trying to act
younger. There are all of these situations that
don't happen in reality but they are still appealing to some people. CT-Higherstry to emulate what we see but we don't want to take responsibility for our actions."
While T.V. shows try to relate to teenagers and
their interests, some CT-Highersbelieve the
(continued on page 12)
r

This spread was designed and edited
by Bobby Stokes, editor-in-chief. The
main story was reported and written by
Nick Hill, Russell ..:Kohn and Priya
Sridhar, Midway reporters. The feature
on teenagers and the media was reMedia in the Mirror
ported and written by Zach Frey, Midway reporter. The girl makeover feature
While most magazines and T.V.shows attempt
was organized, reported and written by
to portray the typical teenager as being conTiffany Northrop and Jordann Zachary
fused, others portray them as miniature adults
and the boy makeover by Ameer Saleh
with adult thoughts, language and actions.
and Arjuna Reddy. A.:meeris an associ- m
Most CT-Highersbelieve they come up short of
ate editor and the others Midway :eportproducing a real-life teenager.
ers.
"I think that some T.V. shows, like 'Dawson's ....
;

-----------------

Midway Makeovers

Photo courtesy of Warner Brothers
STARS OF the WB's hit show, "Popular," Carly Pope and Leslie
Bibb portray high schoolers struggling for social acceptance.

T.V. teens unreal

Television's latest attempt at capturing high school life offers only
the image adults have of that period.
With actors in their late teens to 30s, the WB's new show, "Popular," airing 8 p.m. Thursday, depicts popular high school sophomore girls as promiscuous and self centered blondes, while their
male counterparts are star football players.
Playing the parts of two soon-to-be stepsisters, one in the in crowd
and one classified as a nerd, adult actresses portray all the stereotypic characteristics of teens.
Popularity princess Brook McQueen, played by Leslie Bibb, and
her friends are self centered, conceited blondes. Same McPherson
(a girl), played by Carly Pope, and her friends are down to earth,
caring people, cast out and abandoned by the in crowd.
On the male side, Josh Ford, played by Bryce Johnson, is the
school's star football player and a social leader of the sophomore
class who, against type, lands the lead role in the school musical.
From the assumptions about the behavior of the popular teens to
their fashion, "Popular" shows a clearly outside perspective on
popularity. While the popular sophomores, who appear to be in
their late 20s, wear boas and high heels each day, while constantly
bragging about their popularity, the nerds each have a unique style
of dress, and outgoing and friendly personalities.
According to Freshman Anne Jordan, the girls on the show, who
are rude, all seem to have the same personality as their leader.
"It's unrealistic, because the people on the show are so much
meaner than the popular people in real life," Anne said. "And
they all seem to have the same personality."

II Senior discovers
his elegant side
When we first saw Senior Charles
Simmons, we knew that under his
scrawny six foot five inch frame lay a
hansome stud.
With a little help from our friends at
Marshall Fields at Water Tower Place
we were
able
to transform
Charles into a girl magnet.
Arriving at the men's level, on the
eighth floor, we looked upon a vast array of sharp clothing to suit any occasion. The vogue in athletic, casual, and
formal fashion awaited us. Going all
out we decided to outfit Charles in a
suit. As we strolled to the suit department, Mr. John Benton, an expert in
modern formal dress, greeted us and
began the process of reinventing Charles.
Suggesting a four button, black Donna
Karan, New York line, suit, Mr. Benton
believed that the style would accentuate Charles' height and give him the insty le edge. With trends in fashion
changing almost every day, Mr. Benton
said that the four button suit was almost a main stay in today's fashion.
The accents included a light charcoal
gray dress shirt, with a solid black tie,
both complements from Donna Karen's
New York line. The outfitting of Mr.
Simmons did not stop there.
With black cashmere dress socks, by
Donna Karen, even Charles' feet were
styling in black leather shoes from Italy,
made by Kenneth Cole. With Charles
looking like a runway model, we barely
recognized him.
(continued on page 12)

Photos by Satya Bhabha

NEW DUDS helped this stud Charles Simmons
go from High School senior to fashionable gentleman with the help of Marshall Fields men's department. Sure to impress the ladies with his new
wardrobe, Charles's makeover already proved a
success in the eyes of one special woman: his
grandmother.

"I felt that as the year went on, more people
became comfortableasking us for help."
- SeniorDavidScheinfeld,ombudsman
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Baa baa bye!

Project takes
seniors abroad

»Y Libby O'Neill
Midway reporter
raveling over 8,000 miles on a 16-hour plane ride, Seniors
David Scheinfeld and Adam Zachary are traveling the great
est distance for a May Project this year. They will work on
a sheep farm in New Zealand.
Running a distant second, though still traveling quite a distance,
Jonah Schulhofer Wohl will go 4,000 miles to the Netherlands.
They are among 38 seniors participating in May Project.
Begun by the class of '69, May Project allows seniors to replace
some or all of their classes the final month of school with independent projects, career experiences or community service projects.
Participants must secure site and faculty advisers and gain approval
from a faculty committee.
Photo by Greg Kolhagen
Traveling to the Hague, Netherlands, Jonah will intern at TMC
HELPING MIDDLE SCHOOLER Josh Beiderman is one of 58 LI-Highers who par- Asser Institute of public and private international law. He will
Bloomberg with his math homework, Sam ticipate in an afterschool tutoring program. work on the Institute's "Journal of International Peacekeeping."
"I worked at the Institute last August and wrote a short note for
'International Peacekeeping'," Jonah said. "This year I want to
,write an article about the use of private armies and military companies in international peacekeeping. I'll also be doing a lot of
!JyNick Eps_te_i_n
__________
_ "I would bring them cookies and so eventuresearch on the Institute' s current projects on sports law and uniMidway reporter
ally the students started bringing their friends
versal jurisdiction."
Exploding from four students last year to al- and so forth. After a while there were too many
Learning about their May Project through David's uncle, who
most 20 to 25 Middle Schoolers each day this people so I decided to match :Mtddle School owns a sheep farm
in New Zealand, Adam and David will work at
year, an afterschool tutoring program is serv- students with High School students."
an apple orchard in addition to their time spent on the farm.
ing Middle Schoolers for their various homeA former High School advisor, Mr. Lacocque
"We're going to spend the first two and a half weeks working on
work needs.
asked High School students if they would be the farm, where we will generally help
out around the farm," Adam
Extending Monday through Friday for one interested in tutoring Middle Schoolers and
said. ''We'll also have to kill sheep for food while we're there.
hour in Rowley Library, 58 CT-Highers help with a large turnout developed a working
After that we're going to work in an apple orchard and then go to
Middle Schoolers one on one. The program program.
one of New Zealand's three cities, Christchurch, to finish up our
was created by Middle School Counselor
"Since I knew mostly juniors last year, the evaluation."
Michel Lacocque last year and because of current seniors, I think it influenced the unBack in Chicago, the majority of CT-Highers, 31 of 38, will be comconsistent interest the program will con- derclassmen
to join the program," Mr. pleting their May Projects.
tinue next year.
Lacocque explained. "Seeing "the upperclassSorting through demo tapes, helping to pick play lists for an
"At first, the program began as three or four men help the middle Schoolers made an iminternet radio station and listening to new bands, Dan Feder will
Middle Schoolers doing homework on a large pression on the underclassmen, that it was a
(continued on page 12)
table outside of my office," Mr. Lacocque said.
(continued on page 12)
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Tutors help future LI-Highers

Ombudsmen
hope gains
will continue

Photo
iatie
Shapiro

A LUXURIOUS yet affordable pair
of Kenneth Cole Reaction Loafers
looks great to Sophomore David
Bluestone. What will be your
choice from Wesley's terrific
selection of footwear for spring
and summer? Come on
over and look over what we have
to offer. Your feet will l•ve
you for it!

~Y.:Joe Fischel
Student government editor
Expanding the role of Ombudsmen by better publicizing and handling more cases Ombudsmen
Arielle Levin Becker and David
Scheinfeld' s next task is to choose
and train their replacements.
The Ombudsmen position was created by administrators in 1992 in response to student concerns about being treated fairly. Ombudsmen serve
as mediators of conflict between students or students and faculty members.
Arielle and David helped mediate
about 15 conflicts this year.
"I think we have done a lot to
change the position this year," David
said. "One of the main things is that
we got out our message that we were
there, we talked to people in the hallways and said 'hi' to people we
would not otherwise talk to.
"We also got involved at assemblies
like the security assembly and introduced ourselves during the Student
Council assembly. I felt that as the
year went on, more people became
comfortable asking us for help."
Beyond mediating conflicts, Arielle
and David say they were often approached and asked for advice by CTHighers and faculty members about
their problems.
"As the year progressed we got to
know the community, at the same
time they got to know us through
our presence," Arielle said. "I think
one thing that gets overlooked is that
we talked with a lot more people
than just those 15 or so.
"A lot of times we were a pproached in the halls and we just
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S HO[ CORRRl
Your sole source.

Conveniently located in the
Hyde Park Shopping

Center

1506 E. 55th St.
(773) 667-SHOE

Photo by Kelsey Harden
IN THE PROCESSof choosing next
year's
Ombudmen,
David
Scheinfeld and Arielle Levin Becker
discuss applicants with Assistant
to the Principal Paul Gunty.
served as a place for someone to vent

their unhappiness about a situation
without us getting involved. Those
were really great because they let us
know that the Ombudsmen have a
presence at school."
Although they view the year as a
success, Arielle and David also express disappointment that their ability to mediate was limited.
"We were unable to resolve many
cases due to higher powers,' David
explained. "A lot of times we were
unable to help a person because we
were not able to override decisions
of higher powers. That was disappointing."
With both Arielle and David planning May Projects, they say they
have begun to select and train their
replacements.
"I imagine once we select next
year's Ombudsmen, which we plan
to do this week, we will meet with
Ms. Kovacs and our replacements to
(continued on page 12)
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"Lastyearwe sent in the same people as we did
this year andwe beat SaintIgnatius."
-SeniorJon Heckman

th honor conte

HonorsParade

Science Team
wins State title
~yShilP.aRuP._an_i
____________ _ Science Team adviser. "The team score
Midway reporter
is generated based on all seven tests
ompeting against 30 high
and we beat the second place team by
school teams at the Worldwide
30 points. I don't think the competiYouth in Science and Engineer- tion was as good as last year but we
ing (WYSE) State competition April 11 are a very well-rounded team.
at the University
"The only test we got blown away in
of Illinois at
Champaign-Urbana, the Science Team was the English one and we never do
placed 1st for the second consecutive
well on it. With this next meet, we are
year.
just hoping to have fun. We get to build
Today the U-Highers will compete in things like a mousetrap car.
the WYSE engineering and design com"I am excited because this is the best
petition at North Suburban Libertyville year I've had in terms of the quality of
High School.
the members."
The U-High team of 14 qualified for
Individual winners were as follows:
State after placing 1st in Feb. 15 ReMath-5th place, Billy Davis; 5th place, Ralph
Alm; 1st place, Kohk:i Yamaguchi;
gional and then March 20 Sectional
Chemistry-6th
place, Jon Heckman;
4th
competitions at South Suburban Colplace, John Wood ; 3rd place, Nirav Shah; 3rd
lege in South Holland.
place , Ben Lauderdale;
At State, the U-Highers participated
Biology-5th place, Andrea Bohlman; 2nd
in a series of seven written examina- place, Beckett Sterner ;
Physics-6th place , Billy Davis; 3rd place, Ben
tions in subjects ranging from math to
Lauderdale ; 2nd place, Jon Heckman;
computer science.
Computers-6th place, Phillip Lichtor; 6th
"We were really about our results," place, Beckett Sterner; 1st place, Kohki
said Science Teacher Sharon Housinger, Yamaguchi.

C

Photo by Dan Hoffman

Big in the Apple
WINNING A DELEGATIONAward of Excellence at
the National High School Model United Nations conference March 22-25 at the United Nations in New
York City, Head Delegates Lillian Kass and Mike
Strong admire their plaque in the High School office. Twenty four LI-Highers represented Pakistan
in the conference, to which delegations from more
than 150 schools came.

Minus one, Chess Team falls short of 1st
~Y.Debbie Traub
Midway reporter
Preparing for the Chicago Chess League Tournament March 18 at
Saint Ignatius the Chess Team expected to repeat last year's 1stplace finish.
But with only four of the five team members the Maroons were
defeated by Saint Ignatius and took 2nd place out of 10 schools.
"We expected to win because we had done well in the past and
we typically win the League," said History Teacher Chris Janus,
Chess Team coach. "Our top two boards had won end games and

Ill

I was disappointed when they lost."
Satisfied with the team's finish, Senior Jon Heckman, Chess Team
president said Junior Mike Stern's absence prevented U-High from
repeating its victory.
"Last year we sent in the same people as we did this year and we
beat Saint Ignatius," Jon explained. "But this year we were down a
board because one of our players couldn't be at the meet because
of a conflict.
"Plus we had been studying for finals the week before the tournament. These factors resulted in a disappointing loss."

• SENIOR CONLEY JOHNSON, much-honored
pianist,
has reached the scholarshipqualifying level of the Arts
Recognition
and Talent
Search program, making him
a candidate for the U.S. Presidential Scholars in the Arts
award. It goes to 20 winners,
who receive $3,000 grants
and perform before the President at the White House. The
program is sponsored by the
National Foundation for Advancement in the Arts.
Conley was among 125 artists under 18 who competed
in the program in January in
Miami before a panel of musicians and composers.
•TWELVE U-Highers moved
on to the American Invitational Math Exam-12 after
scoring in the top five percent
test-takers in the nation in
February. Junior Kohki Yamaguchi for the third year led
the U-High winners, who also
included Seniors Ralph Ahn,
Ben Lauderdale,
Ramez
Hadadin, Isaac Kohn, Darlyn
Pirakitukulr, Charles Srisuwananukom and John Wood
and Juniors Katie Bolanowski
Aaron Rosenberg and Steve
Wasik.
Freshman Rebecca Diamond and Middle Schooler
Andrew Hoffman,
a 7thgrader, scored in the top two
percent test-takers in the nation in the American Invitational Math Exam-10.
• ACHIEVERS-Five juniors
are candidates for National
Achievement
Scholarship
semifinalist or commended
status, to be announced in the
fall. The program recognizes
outstanding black students.
The U-Highers are Nikiah
Barnes, Rissa Brutus,Adrienne
Clark,
Abrill Jones and
Chakka Reeves.

Midway sports story ranks 1st in nation

A in-depth investigation in the Nov.
17, 1998 Midway on the hiring of a nonfaculty member as boys' varsity basketball coach has been named the best
sports story in the nation in the Col umbia Scholastic
Press
Association's annual Gold CirSPORTS
de
high school
Rachel Shapiro
journalism
and Nate Whalen, '99
(1st Place in nation)
recognition
Bobby Stokes
program.
NEWS
The story, by
Arielle Levin Becker
last year's ediIN-DEPTH
tors-in-chief,
Cyrus Dowlatshahi
IN-DEPTH TEAM
Rachel ShaRalph Ahn, Cyrus Dowlatpiro and Nate
shahi, Rachel Greene,
Whalen, occuLogan McBride, Sonia
pied nearly
Mittal, Bobby Stokes.
three full pages of the Midway. Rachel is now a freshman at Stanford University in California and Nate a freshman at Wesleyan University in Middletown, Conn.
Rachel and Nate previously had received first-place state honors for the

story, along with first-place state hon- sports category.
ors for a news story on U-Highers' beIn the news category, Senior Arielle
havior in the neighborhood surroundLevin Becker's story in the same issue
ing the school and for a Medici adver- on the faculty's discontent with admintisement. The coach story also received is tr a tors and decision-making
was
national honors from Quill and Scroll named a National Award winner.
Journalism Honor Society in the inIn the in-depth newsfeatures category
depth story category.
Senior Cyrus Dowlatshahi was a NaIn Columbia's Gold Circle program . tional Award winner for his story on
Katey Schein, now a freshman at ft.pagers in the March 16, 1999 Midway.
George Washington University in
A team of six editors, reporters and
Washington, D.C., received a certificate an artist won a National Winners
ofmeritforherphotooftwoU-Highers
award for the Dec. 14, 1999 spread on
playing in the snow in the Jan. 26, 1999 school security.
The team included
issue. That photo also had received Ralph Ahn, Cyrus Dowlatshahi,
first-place state honors.
Rachel Greene, Logan McBride, Sonia
CSPA also gave last year's Midway its Mittal and Bobby Stokes.
Silver Crown award, ranking it among
All winners will receive a Gold Key
30 outstanding high school newspapers
at the honors assembly in June and are
in the nation.
eligible for journalism scholarships.
In Quill and Scroll journalism honor
The 1999 edition of Renaissance, the
society's annual recognition program,
art and literary magazine, received two
Senior Bobby Stokes' followup story in awards in the CSPA Gold Circle comthe Oct. 19, 1999 Midway on Mr. Ron
Presley winning a grievance to become
boys' varsity basketball coach won one
of several National Awards in the

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Pool Attendant

Yearbook takes top prize
Winning honors as "Best Overall
Yearbook," the 1999 U-Highlights took
1st-place awards in all but two categories among schools of under 500 enrollment in a recognition program sponsored by the Eastern Illinois (University) School Press Association.
U-High' s yearbook placed first in Layout and Design, Dividers, Photography, Sports Coverage and School Year
Coverage.
Second-place honors were received
for Copy and Theme Development.
U-Highlights received the most 1stPlace honors of any yearbook entered
in the competition's enrollment-based
categories.

petition. In the humor division, Chris
Rummel and Rich Siegler placed 2nd
for "Little Wong and His Best Friend
Godzilla." Chris is a freshman at Syracuse University in New York and Rich
plans to enroll in New York University
after a year off.
Adam Hamburg, now a freshman at
Pitzer College in Claremont, Calif., took
3rd place in the black and white photo
category.
A past multiple 1st-Place Gold Circle
Award Winner, the Midway cartoons
of Karlis Kanderovskis, now a freshman at the U. of C., will be included in
two textbooks. They are the 10th edition of "Scholastic Journalism" and the
sixth edition of "Journalism Today."
In his junior and senior years, Karlis
was ranked the best high school cartoonist in several national contests for
work both on the Midway and Renaissance.

The yearbook also was among 60 finalists for the National Scholastic Press
Association's highest honor for overall excellence, the Pacemaker Award,
which went to 23 publications.
A Pacemaker Finalist plaque presented
at the Association's spring convention
earlier this month at Anaheim, Calif.,
will be re-presented at the school's honors assembly in June.
The yearbook was edited by David
Straus, a senior this year who graduated at the end of winter quarter; Carla
Goudge, a freshman at Wellesley College in Connecticut,
and Jennifer
Jones, a freshman at Pomona College
in Claremont, Calif.

DATES:Outdoorpool opened from MemorialDay throughLaborDay.
HOURS:Flexible. (Wewill need two attendantsto cover the hours
since the pool is opened seven days a week.)
PAYRATE:Flexible(Range:$10 an hour)
Weare seekingresponsible
andfriendlyyoung adultswhowillbe in chargeof
Keepingthepool area clean,checkingto see if the residentsarepool members
as theyenterthefacility,and collectingguestfees.

If you are interested,
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please contact

0

0

21 West Goethe Street • Chicago, Ill. 60610
Phone (312) 787-7373 • Fax (312) 787-9329
(We are located in the Gold Coast area, 1340 North on Dearborn)

"All of the shows like 'Dawson's Creek' are so centered
around schools, as if there's no life outside of it."
- SeniorTokoyaWilliams

on
Festival play
(continuedfrom page2)

sociation president. "Our familiar specialties, such as samosas, shish kebab
and egg rolls could be sold along with
sushi, which we did not have last year."
The popular International Festival
will offer among its attractions a tasteof-the-world dining hall, a moon walk,
a dunk tank and face painting and
crafts booths, according to Lower
School Parent Elaine Woerner, festival
committee chairperson.
"In Lower Sunny, local ethnic restaurants have contributed food to be sold
by almost 100 volunteers, mostly Lab
Schools parents," Mrs. Woerner said.
"Upstairs, children will get to make
crafts from different countries; parent
volunteers will help them at 10 booths
representing countries such as Cyprus
and India. To involve younger kids in
the festivities, we added sweepstakes
forms to the Rites of May program, or
passports, that they can use to enter in
a drawing for gift certificates or free ice

cream.
"We have also added Middle School
and U-High Jazz Band performances
outside, to be led by Marc Piane (assistant teacher in the Lower School).
We will be selling newly designed tyedye tee-shirts throughout the festival."
Play cast members not already mentioned include the following:
Seniors Jordan Booth, Sheila Carrasco and
Lauren Wolf; juniors Ruth Bistrow, Enrique
Lornnitz and Aaron Rosenberg; sophomores Sarah Arkin, Elliot Epstein , Lisa Jacobson, Josh
Joseph, Chris Perez, Ashley Rayner and Jennifer Sydel; freshmen Nora Becker, Julia Halpern,
Jessica Heyman, Ross Knorr and Elisa Lornnitz.

In charge of production, besides those
already named, are the following:
Stage, Sarah Schlessinger; set, Sarah Schlessinger; prop, Satya Bhabha and Daniel LevinBecker; publicity, Sam Gihnan; art, box office
and program design, Matt Cameron.

Faculty May Festival coordinators are
Assistant to the Principal Tom Minelli
and Nursery School-Kindergarten
Principal Carla Young.
Editor's note: Cast and crew lists are subject
to addition, subtraction and change.

Man with a horn

May Project
(continued from page 10)

work at Aware Records. Started in
1993, Aware is a small, independent
rock label that has signed such artists
as Train and Dovetail Joint.
Other May Project participants and
their plans are as follows:
Ralph Ahn, Statistics; Ryan Beck, working with Northwestern University professor on writing; Anna Bloom, learning to
sew; Matt Cameron, glassblowing;
Liz
Carlson, working at the Goethe German
cultural center; Emily Carroll, flute recital
and printing
photos from China; Tai
Duncan, photography;
Meghan Fraley, art
and guitar classes; Sarah Geis, making a prom
dress; Sam Gilman, learning to play the banjo;

Ilana Greene, investment firm; Josh Jackson,
teaching sailing; Olivia Janus, cooking; Conley
A WEDNESDAY ASSEMBLY April 12
Johnson, preparing
for piano competition;
Lillian Kass, self-portraits with a 4-by-5 camfeaturing the High School and Middle
era; Sheila Kaufman, cooking; Ian Kysel, restoring a car; Arielle Levin Becker, working at
Seattle homeless newspaper ; Anju Mahajan, ..,
human relations; Ven Mothkur, investment
firm; Chris Oakes, Shedd Aquarium;
M.C.
(continuedfrom page 10)
Oxtoby, working in mother's Nursery School
neat
thing
to do."
class.
Also recruits from ~last year's 8thCorey Palmer, physics research; Jon Phillippe,
working at marine biology lab; Deepak Reddy,
graders whom Mr. Lacocque counbuilding a motorcycle; Mike Rozenfeld, workseled, several freshmen have joined the
ing in a lab at Chicago children's hospital; Satutoring program.
rah Schlessinger, building a table; Catherine
"Mr. Lacocque asked me if I would
Schoeder, art/architecture; Nirav Shah, learnlike
to help Middle School students
ing Java; Shuchi Sharma, art classes; Reshn),a
with their homework, so I signed up
Soni, tourism in South East Asia; Charles
then and there," Freshman Maude
Srisuwananukom , building a computer; Sharon
Weiner, traveling through Poland and then to
Baggetto said. "I really like the thought
Israel; Lauren Wolf, photographic portrait
of helping out younger students be-

Cool threads at Ed's!
Youknowthe
food at Ed
Debevic's is
f antastic ...a tasty
trip back to the
'50s and great
burgers, thick
shakes, The
World's Smallest
Sundaes and those
unbelievable fries.
Ed's is always in
fashion ...so why
not dress the part?
Ed's has a
clothing shop, too,
right in the diner.
You can wear the
finest attire since
the '50s!

Photo by Tai Duncan
OOKIN' GOOD in his authentic
Ed Debevic brand threads,
Freshman Sam Gershman is
ready for his order of 'sos-style
diner goodies as only Ed's
can serve 'em.
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Tut O rS

cause I feel as if I am doing something
that is really important."
Developing their skills throughout
the year, several tutors feel that the
Middle School students are better prepared for High School academics.
"I help this one student who has
trouble reading," said Freshman
Jeanette Rudder. "I pick out fun books
in order to encourage him and to improve his reading skills. He has a hard
time sounding out the words but I try
my best to help. He has improved a
whole lot since we started and I think
things will keep heading in that direction."
Receiving an opportunity to work
one-on-one with U-Highers, several
Middle School students feel that the
program has been helpful throughout
the year.
"My mom found out about the program and suggested it to me," explained 7th-Grader Eli Becker. "I decided that it would be helpful. I work
on all my subjects, but mostly math. I
was hesitant the first couple of times,
but now I know the tutors much better. It is a good environment for getting stuff done so that I can go home
and do other things."
At first intimidated of being taught by
older students,
several Middle
Schoolers say that with time the tutoring program has made them more
comfortable with U-Highers and better prepared for High School.
"I had heard about the program and
decided to go," said 6th-Grader Pascale
LeBlanc. "At first the High School tutors didn't really know us so we really
didn't get a lot done, But now since we
all know each other very well I love
working with the older kids."

Ombudsmen
(continuedfrom page 10)

160E. Superiorin ChicagoII (312)943-1124
Open Sunday through Thursday 11 a.m.-11 p.m.
Friday and Saturday 11 a.m.-midnight

go over conflict mediation and confidentiality," Arielle said, "We will also
talk to them about what worked well
this year and what did not. We also
plan to introduce the new Ombudsmen
at an assembly."

Photo by Shannon Gregory
School Jazz Bands scored a big hit.
Noah Meites played a torrid solo.

Image
(continuedfrom page9)

shows are simply the producers' idea
of the everyday teenager.
"All of the shows like 'Dawson's
Creek' are so centered around schools,
as if there's no life outside of it," Senior Tokoya Williams said. "They seem
to think that teens as students are so
self-consumed. Students at U-High are
very much into their studies, but the
shows are such a fantasy of what
people want to be,"

Girl makeover

(continuedfrom page 8)

Hsu offered her professional services ,
"Emily has a naturally pretty look," she explained. "So we are going for a fun, Spring-y
look without looking like she tried too hard,"
Starting with a light foundation to smooth
Emily's complexion, Susie was careful not to
apply too much. "We love freckles," Susie
said. "Why try to hide them?" Susie then
transformed Emily's eyes. "I am first using a
lavender shadow stick ($20) on her eyelids to
bring out the brown in her eyes ."
Using a contour brush, she applied a lilac
shimmer wash eye shadow($17) to accent the
lavender shadow stick. To open her eyes, a thin
line of navy powder eye shadow($17) was applied to her upper and lower lids. Susie finished her eyes with a midnight blue thickening mascara to complement the navy eyeliner.
Moving to Emily's lips, Susie worked to
brighten up her face. "Shine and color are in
this Spring, I am evening out her lips with a
raspberry shimmer lip gloss ($17.50), brown
lipliner ($15.50) and white lip gloss ($18). To
6:nish off her look with a healthy glow, I am
blending a soft pink cream blush ($25) on the
apples of her cheeks."
Astounded by the difference 45 minutes with
a professional makeup artist made on her
face, Emily headed to the fourth floor of
Bloomingdales in search of the perfect outfit.
With the assitance of clothing specialist
Arlene Freedman, three stylin' outfits were
picked out for Emily. "I want her clothes to
add to the spring look we've been aiming for"
Arlene commented. "All three outfits give
her a young look while complementing her
figure."
Glancing in the mirror at her new image,
Emily's smile indicates approval. "I can't believe some people go through this everyday,"
Emily confessed. "I feel a little self conscious
with makeup on since I don't normally wear
any,but I definitely enjoyed receiving this new
look I didn't expect that I would have so much
fun completely altering my appearance."

Boy makeover
(continuedfrom page 9)
Any time you need to look great, head over
to Marshall Field's, The outfit Charles sported
was included the following; Black DKNY suit,
$500 dollars; DKNY dress shirt, $80; DKNY
tie, $75; cashmere socks, $20; the Kenneth
Cole shoes, $150; and, finally, the look on
Charles's grandmother's face when she sees
the picture, Priceless.

"I miss the students at Lab."

-Former PhysEdTeacherRonPresley

D10

Security
proceeds

W

ith construction expected to begin on gates
at the south end of Kenwood Mall this or
next week and name tags being issued to
faculty members this week, security improvements
will continue in the coming month with a University
security staff member added at the High School
Lobby entrance and all east side doors being locked.
Keypads already have been installed at two doors
and a security officer has begun work at the Blaine
entrance. Other changes planned include developing two-way communications between classrooms
and offices, sealing off Judd Hall from the Schools,
putting alarms in doors to go off if they are propped
open and developing a crisis emergency plan, according to Ms. Eileen Epstein, director of external affairs.
Construction on the six-foot wrought iron fences,
which will be closed but unlocked, is expected to
begin in the next two weeks, after being postponed
five months because of safety concerns from the Chicago Fire Department.
Joining Mr. Jesse Ward, a retired Chicago Police
Officer who has been stationed at the Blaine entrance
since April 10, the High School Lobby security guard
will greet students and ask adults without nametags
to sign in after 9 a.m. Once the guard is stationed in
the High School lobby, Ms. Epstein said, all other east
side doors will be locked to the outside.
"The biggest change for U-Highers is the number
of doors they will be able to come in through," Ms.
Epstein explained. "Once the public safety coordinator in the High School starts, he will have a presence and get to know the students. His only job is to
greet people and ask adults who don't have name

Photo collageby Lee Shevell

1323E.57thStreet • (773)363-0070
Market open 8 a.m.- 11 p.m.
Deli open 11 :30 a.m.- 6 p.m.
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Teacher says
he will go on,
future unsure

• Gates to go up, faculty
_..=.;:ato'---ge
name
t tag.........
s_
~Y.Arielle Levin Becker
Editor-in-Chief
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~yBobby~S~to~k_e_s
______________________
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Editor-in-Chief
ith his future unsure, former Phys Ed
Teacher Ron Presley is trying to recover
from recently dropped charges of sexual
relations with a student that have disrupted his life
over the past few months.
"I have not decided what I going to do," he explained. "I don't have many options. It is the most
painful thing that has ever happened to me."
On March 15, the charges alleging sexual relations
with a student against Mr. Presley were dropped. The
15-year-old boy's parents reportedly did not want
him to have to endure the procedures proceeding
Photo by Satya Bhabha with the case might require.

W

MR. JESSEWARD
New Blaine Hall guard
tags to sign in."
The most recent security changes came after the arrival of a school safety assessment from the National
School Safety Center last month, prepared by Executive Director Ron Stevens.
The report, based on a visit by Dr. Stevens to the
Schools in November, includes a 12-page summary
of the Schools' security plans and suggested changes.
Noting that "The school system has been fortunate
that no major crisis has occurred," Dr. Stevens recommended installing fences to keep intruders out,
clarifying administrators' rights to search students'
lockers and cars, developing closer relationships with
the juvenile court system and issuing photo identification for all students and staff members.
Security recommendations and the results of a mail
survey of Lab Schools parents were presented at an
all-Schools meeting on security April 4. At the meeting, Security Committee members emphasized the
need for constant reevaluation, Ms. Epste in said.

Not present

Mr. Presley, charged in February, has not been
present at U-High since an internal investigation began in January. According to a letter to Lab Schools
parents from Director Lucinda Lee Katz April 5, Mr.
Presley submitted his resignation effective March 31.
Looking to move on, Mr. Presley hopes that UHighers remember him as he was before the charges.
"I miss the students," he said. "I'm not what they
now think I am. I don't think that many people understand the pain I suffered and am still suffering."
Remaining story

With much uncertainty ahead, Mr. Presley believes
that he can remain strong.
"I'm trusting in my God," he explained. "I will go
where I have to. I am thankful for the support that I
have gotten from alot of the people at U-High. The
people who have supported me have made a major
difference in my life during this time."
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"If everyone buys into whatever
they decide to use it will work."

Gov't candidates seek spirit

B

uilding school spirit ranks high
"I served as sophomore class presiamong goals of uncontested
dent and I've learned a lot about our
candidates running for Stu- community from that experience.
dentCounciland Cultural Union presi"My main goal if elected as C.U. presidencies in elections Friday.
dent is to increase spirit at U-High. Ac"Next year I hope to increase Stu- tivities such as dances and games only
work if there are a lot of students who
dent
Council's
presence in the want to attend them. I've learned that
school," said Junior spirit is largely a matter of publicity. I
intend to make C.U.'s enthusiasm
Michelle KrohnFriedson, presiden- about all-school activities known well
in advance. And instead of only protial
candidate.
moting our activities it's essential that
"By becoming
more involved in we promote all of our extracurricular
activities."
Michelle
political
events
which the club has not previously
Candidates for other offices are as foladdressed we can become an inte- lows:
STUDENT COUNCIL-Vice president: Liz
gral part of the U-High community.
Rhodes; treaswer: Robert Cantwell, Pankaj
Through an increase in Student
Council involvement, I hope to pro- Chhabra, Joe Cho; secretary: Jeremy
Schmidt.
mote school spirit."
CULTURAL UNION-Treasurer:
Erica
Junior Tiffany Northrop, Cultural
Pilcher.
Union president nominee, said,
NEXT YEAR'S SENIOR CLASS-President:

Amy Gorun; treasurer: Snehal Shah,
Katie Tully; political representative:
Apoorva Chawla, Chala:a Reeves; Cultural Union representatives (two to be
elected):
Michael
Drew, Rebecca
Nichols, Sola Oni, Lindsay Strong.
NEXT YEAR'SJUNIOR CLASS-President:
Ashley Rayner, Emily Schuttenberg, Jessica Siegler;
treaswer, Emma Barber;
political representative: Caitlin Geary,
Gina Lung, Ben Smith;
Cultwal Union representatives (two be
elected): Chris Amos,
Victoria Carr.
NEXT
YEAR'S
SOPHOMORE CLASS-President: Richard
Kom-aiko, Russell Kohn , Rashmi Singhal;
heaswer: Olivia John; political representative: Jeanette Rudder, Ryan Sturgill;
Cultwal Union representatives (two to
be elected):
Keir Harris,
Chris
Hemingway,
Zach Levin, Ana Maria
Vasilj.

Undisciplined discipline?
(continued from page one)

But administrators note that discipline cases are supposed to be confidential, and caution that students generally do not know the full story behind
most cases.
"Students who are not involved don't
necessarily know how things really
happened,"
Principal
Hanna
Goldschmidt explained . "People have
a different idea about how we have
handled situations than what really
happened .
"We always ask students if they want

to have another person present when
we ask them questions. We are not able,.
to talk about specific cases, so much of
what people know isn't from someone
connected to the actual case."
But some students involved in discipline cases say their punishments were
not handled according to any procedures in the Handbook.
"Disciplining me was supposed to
teach me why what I did was wrong
and why it can't happen," said Ear ly
Graduate Rogan Birnie, who was suspended earlier this year for hazing. "It

NewLook,SameGreatPizza!
The great
new Gino'sEast
is a big hit!
Withseating for
more than 300
people, we're
the excitingnew
spot for parties
and large groups
of friends. But
one thing hasn't
changed. The
food! The menu
is the one you've
alwaysloved.
Wefigured,
Why mess
_ ____;_...
with petf ection?

a

Photoby Tai Duncan
INO'S EAST may have a great
new home but, as Nick Epstein finds,
the good ole graffiti is still there!

633 N. Wells

• (312) 943-1124

Open Sunday through Thursday 11 a.m .-11 p.m.
Friday and Saturday 11 a .m.-midnight

started with a phone call from Mr.
Minelli at 9:30 one night. He said that
I couldn't come to school, but that since
he was only the messenger, he could
not tell me why.
"The next day I had a meeting at
school and I was suspended for the following day. It seemed absolutely pointless. Suspending us didn't teach us
anything. I just had two days off from
school to sit at home watching movies
and smoking cigarettes."
Though administrators did not comment on specific cases to maintain confidentiality, Mr. Paul Gunty, assistant
to the principal, believes administrators
have handled discipline cases appropriately so as to get the best results.
When they haven't in the past, he said,
it was because of the student involved' s
behavior.
"Disciplining students has worked in
some cases, but not all," Mr. Gunty explained. "It works best when the student understands that she or he has
made a mistake and is willing to accept
the consequences for that."
But Ms. Pamela Birnie, Rogan' s
mother, questions the effectiveness of
the School's disciplinary actions. She
also feels Rogan' s suspension did not
teach him anything.
"It's all very well to point the finger
at a wrong-doer," she said. "But in
these cases there should always be
some kind of constructive result. That's
the problem with discipline at the Lab
School."
Believing discipline is often applied
inconsistently, many students add that
discipline cases often seem to be more
about who the student is than what he
or she did.
As a result, they say, discipline seems
to be about individuals rather than
learning from mistakes.
"There should be consequences for
one's actions," Early Graduate Logan
McBride said. "But it is hard to respect
the administration after the way they
treat students they punish. When kids
think they've been treated unfairly,
they feel picked on. When students
don't feel respected, they tend not to
respect the administration
and its
rules."
Others wonder if anything will change.
At an April 18 meeting, many faculty
members expressed their concerns
about the vague wording of rules in the
Student Handbook.
Other faculty
members expressed concern that a Discipline Board would simply add layers of bureaucracy to the discipline process rather than once and for establishing simple, consistently enforced, rules
and consequences.

PhotobyJeremy Chavis

Fair play
THEGIRLSasked the boys when Cultural gave its Turnabout Dance April 7
at International House. Despite dire
predictions this was an idea whose
time hadn't come, a lively crowd
turned out, including Maude Bagetto
and Nick Humilier. Freshmen and
sophomores were invited to a Middle
School step-up dance Saturday.

Disclipline Board
(continuedfrom pageone)
dealt with teenagers intimately you'd
know that they are going to make some
mistakes.
"What we need to do is sit down and
explain to them the position the school
has, make the decision, and then move
forward after a punishment is assigned.
We all have to learn something from
past situations."
Believing that students who are punished need to move forward from their
mistakes, Mrs. Katz feels punishment
should represent the end of judging
students.
"We don't need decisions dragging
_out over long periods of time," she explained. "Decisions need to made in
an appropriate amount of time with
clear consequences.
"Kids need to learn that what they did
was not a good choice, inappropriate,
not healthy and then all of us need to
move on."
"We have to figure out how to do that
better. The discipline process should be
a learning process for everyone. We
have to all help young people grow
from their actions and get better at it
as they go along."
Feeling that the school can effectively
handle discipline, Ms. Goldschmidt
believes that no matter what direction
discipline takes everyone will have to
be completely behind the policy.
"If everyone buys into whatever they
decide to use it will work," she explained. "We could try it and then
evaluate the situation."

J 0 I.n I.n!

Keep the discussion
going. Write your
thoughts about

school discipline in a letter for the next

issue of the Midway.

"l was personally offended by the letter. It makes a lot of assumptions about me and other members of the ASA and USA that are just
not true."

ITIOr

-Senior Anju Mahajan

new
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GAYLA gripes
gripe USA

Seniorfindsopera
experience
inspiring

• One club says others
denied its ethnicity __

Associate editor -------------

!Jy Natalie Hoy

Playing a lead role in "Brundibar," a children's opera originally performed in a concentration camp in
Terezin, Czechoslovakia, Senior Anna Ochs said she
!Jy_Jules Federle
learned about the Holocaust by meeting Holocaust
Midway reporter
survivors who acted in the original production.
Whether GAYLA becomes part of the United StuAn opera about two children, Annette and Little Joe,
dents' Association is still not decided.
trying to help raise money for their ill mother by comWhen ethnic club leaders met together as the United
peting against an organ grinder named Brundibar,
Students' Association March 28, members of GAYLA
the opera was per/ ormed at the downtown Merle
were upset they had not been invited. Now, after
Photo
Reskin
by
Kelsey
Theatre April 15-16 by the Lookingglass TheHarden
writing a letter to administrators, counselors and
ethnic club f acuity advisers, and a meeting with adA NATIONWIDE Day of Silence April 5 dramatizing atre Company and featured members of the Chicago
ministrators, GAYLA members say their complaints
voices silenced by hate was supported by U-High's Children's choir and the Youth Symphony Orchestra.
still have not been resolved.
GAYLA with both participation and signs around the
A member of the Chicago's Children's choir for nine
Though not an official club, and with no budget or school. Many non-GAYLA members joined in not
faculty adviser, USA organized a celebration for Leap speaking during the day and at least one faculty years, Anna performed along with Senior Andrea
Day and hoped to plan other events. Not inviting
member tried teaching his classes without speak- Bohlman and Freshman Carolyn Yates, both orchesGAYLA members to join represented homophobia,
ing. Here Hannah Lantos reads the message on a tra members.
Performed by camp inmates, "Brundibar" was
GAYLA members said.
vivid GAYLA poster.
filmed by Nazis to convince the world that the Jews
"We were intentionally excluded from this club's
meetings and the planning of activities," the letter GAYLA members chose to address their letter to ad- were beingprotected in Hitler's camps.
Meeting a Holocaust survivor, Anna
said. "The reasons we were given for our exclusion ministrators and faculty members rather than them.
said
she learned about the Holocaust
reflect the very homophobic attitudes we are fight"I was personally offended by the letter," said ASA
beyond statistics and textbooks.
ing against."
President Anju Mahajan, senior.
"We met this one survivor who acBut ethnic club officers say leaving GAYLA out was
"It makes a lot of assumptions about me and other
tually
brought in the stocking she
not intentional nor based on prejudices.
members of the ASA and USA that are just not
wore everyday in the concentration
"The issue has simply been a huge misunderstandtrue."
camp," Anna said.uYou hear things
ing," said Jewish Students' Association President
Though GAYLA members went to administrators
Anna Ochs
Josh Jackson, senior.
for assistance, Principal Hanna Goldschmidt said like there were 15,000 children and
"A spontaneous and mutual desire on the part of she hoped students would resolve the situation them- only 97 survived, none under the age
the ASA, BSA, JSA and Latinos Unidos to create a selves through future meetings.
of 14 and it's powerful. But what we're doing goes
coalition of ethnic clubs was had.
"We're looking to have the students resolve the is- beyond the numbers; we have to put on the role of
"Input by anyone was and still is completely wel- sue themselves," Ms. Goldschmidt said.
being a kid in the camps who may or may not have
comed. We would never shun an individual or an
"Mr. Minelli will be attending the discussions and died. We help the audience to see into our world in the
organization. The idea for the club hadn't solidified hopefully he won't have to take a mediation role. opera."
until mid-February. Members of the ASA, BSA, JSA The problem is complicated since the USA isn't an
Participating in the finale of uBrundibar," Ms. Ela
and Latinos Unidos proposed they meet to discuss official club. It's in a sense an umbrella organiza- Weissberger was one of several survivors who acted
the formation of a United Students's Association."
tion under which the various ethnic clubs can hold in the 55 productions at Terezin and discussed her
Other e.thnic club leaders say they were offended meetings and conduct activities."
experiences at U-High April 17.

A Friday Night Place

GRADUATION PARTY

.

Friends Rashmi Singhal and Olivia John scan the delicious items on
Max and Erma's great menu. Max and Erma's is a favorite of theirs
because they know they can get a good meal and have a good time
without paying an arm and a leg.

... great every night of the week

(and

for lunch, too!)

J oin friends and family for comfort food, great burgers
and goodies from our huge Ice Cream Bar. You'll enjoy your trip to beautiful Burr Ridge for homestyle
cooking in a totally relaxing setting. See you soon!

HEADQUARTERS!

When Dave
Wilsondecided
that
he
wantedto host
a graduation
party,he knew
that the only
people who
could really
helphim were
at Joyce's
Hallmark. With a
little helpfrom
Joyce'
S aSSOCiPhoto by Katie Shapiro
ate CarolynKennedy,
Davefoundeverything
he needed
fast and all at a great price. Daveknowsnowthat
if he everneedshelpsettingup a party,he'll definitely
consultthe peopleat Joyce's
first!

·~-

JovcE'S~
201 S. Bridewell
Drive
Borr Ridge" Illinois
60521
(630) 794-0985

In the Hyde Park Shopping Center
55th & Lake Park • (773) 288-5500
Monday-Wednesday and Saturday 9:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
Thursday-Friday 9:30 a.m.-7 p.m. • Sunday 11 a.m.-5 p.m.
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"Ifwe want to go far, we have
to be able to finish games."
-SeniorHannahLevine

orts

Tennismen
eye State
!JyMike

Injuries hurt
track efforts

Lamb

Kian Dowlatshahi
!JY.

Sports editor

Midway reporter

A

fter going 22-2 in their first four
look to
meets, tennismen
continue their domination with
home league meets today and tomorrow
4:30 p.m. against North Shore and Latin.
With sound victories over Parker April
4, 4-1, and Lake Forest Academy April
18, 5-0, the Maroons expect to win their
only meet against top ISL rival Latin.
"Latin is probably our best competition,
but I honestly don't know what to expect from them," said First Singles
Robbie Willoughby, junior. "Their team
is somewhat of a mystery, but I believe
we can beat them no matter who they
have."
The squad's depth has proven a key element. In meets with teams with a superstar, but otherwise not deep, the Maroons have taken advantage and swept
the rest of the matches.
"Our depth allows us to lose to a top player and still
have confidence that our teammates will pick us up
and win the other four matches," Robbie said. "A
prime example was against De La Salle, where I played
one of the best players in the state in Jason Bugel. I
got beat 6-1, 6-1, but we won the meet 4-1. It just really takes the pressure off to know you've got a bunch
of really good players behind you."
While rivalries with Parker and Latin always prove
a challenge, U-High has become increasingly dominate in the ISL, so the Maroons now look to opportunities outside the ISL to gain experience for Sectionals.
"Outside of a few good players, the competition in
the ISL isn't really there, so we're looking at tournaments like the Marist Invitational to improve," said
Mr. Larry McFarlane, cocoach with Mr. Gerold Hanek.
"We' re the only Class A team at Marist and there will

Photoby Dan Hoffman
COMING UP BIG for the Maroons, second singles
player Ashvin Garlapati has yet to lose.

be top competition from across the state."
A first of four finish in the Evanston Tournament
April 15, showed everyone citywide that the Maroons
can play. In-between decisive romps against cupcakes
Shepard, 5-0 and St. Ignatius, 4-1, a tough 3-2 victory
over the hosts ended up clinching the title for U-High.
At 3-0, the j.v.ers have also become dominate not only
in the league, but against top competition as well.
Singles Player Ben Smith, sophomore, and Doubles
Player Steve Bolanowski, sophomore, have led so far.
"I see no reason why the j.v. should lose to anybody
in the ISL," Mr. McFarlane said. "There's just nobody
out there who can challenge our depth. In fact, I don't
think anybody we'll play, regardless of their league,
is unbeatable for us."

Overcoming injuries and losing athletes has proven
as much a part of the track team's routine as running.
Both the boys and girls have three meets remaining
before the ISL Conference meet Tuesday, May 9, at
Lake Forest Academy.
After winning three of their first four meets, the girls
have been slowed by injuries.
"We have as much talent as the other schools," said
Girls' Coach Marty Billingsley, "but with the injuries
we have sustained this year, we're still equally as talented, just not as deep as the other schools. The success of the team is lessened by our lack of numbers."
After tomorrow's 5 p.m. home meet, the girls will
run at Ridgewood 10 a.m. this Saturday and away at
Mooseheart, 9 a.m. the following Saturday.
Also hosting a home meet 5 p.m. tomorrow, the boys
will face Parker, Latin, Elgin and Hales Franciscan.
After that, they'll travel to St. Patrick on Saturday and
will also run the next Saturday against Lisle, before
the ISL meet. The boys have yet to win a meet and
injuries are making that elusive first win less likely.
"You have to have numbers to compete in track," said
Boys' Coach Art Murnan. "We've had a very rough
season due to injuries. We cannot compete unless
everybody is healthy."
Those injuries for the boys include Senior Scott Agulo,
broken leg; Senior Jon Phillippe, shin splints; and
Sophomores Walker Thisted, stress fracture.
Explained Long Distance Runner Sandy Craig, senior, "It seems like when someone recovers from an
injury someone else gets hurt. The hardest part is
putting together relay teams. Injuries are very frustrating, but in this sport it happens and we have to
deal with it."
The injuries shouldn't stop their at the ISL Conference meet, Sandy added. "Our main goal is to do well
at the conference meet. I think we have a good chance,
but I'd say LFA is probably the best team."

Despite fatigue

Soccer girls
keep pushing
~yMike

Lamb

Sports editor
There's 39:32 left in the first 40-minute half, so you're
still in the game, right? Not if you were Argo April
1, when the varsity girls' t occer team pulled ahead
1-0 on a goal from Forward Stephanie Lentz, senior,
and never looked back, routing the host team 3-0 to
Photoby Greg Kohlhagen win the Argo Invitational.
Getting the early lead has not proven a problem for
SNEAKPEEKof KovlerGym isgivenTiffany Northrop
6-2 (4-0 ISL) soccer girls, as they look to repeat
the
Malonui.
John
Foreman
and Charles Simmons by
their March 31 3-0 victory at Parker, 4:30 p.m. today
at home. First half leads at top competition including Mother McAuley, 1-0, and St. Ignatius, 2-0, were
squandered by fatigue and defensive letdowns, explained Midfielder Hannah Levine, senior and
cocaptain with Stephanie, and Goalie Annie Padrid,
Rachel Greene
!JY'
junior.
Midway reporter
"If we want to go far, we have to be able to finish
With the exterior nearing completion, the next step in games," Hannah said. "The first half at McAuley
constructing Kovler Gym is to complete inside work. was awesome. I definitely thought we had a chance
With the project moving along on schedule, the gym to win, but it was right after spring break, so we were
should be ready for the fall sports season, said Mrs. tired. At Ignatius, we just didn't have enough left in
Eileen Epstein, Lab Schools director of external affairs. the second half again and we had some defensive
The Gym will be dedicated in ceremonies 4 p.m., Tues- lapses that hurt us.
day, Oct. 10. All Lab School families, alumni and friends
"Fatigue won't affect us that much in the ISL, but
in the community are invited.
down the road, we have to be ready to play the whole
The school's campaign to finance an improved ath- game. Despite our two losses, we've been playing
letic complex which also will include renovations in great. Everyone is having fun, which is the most
Sunny Gym and improved playing fields and play- important thing, but we're also winning. We've folground facilities, is nearing its $5 muillion goal, Mrs. lowed our goal of an undefeated ISL season so far,
Epstein said. About $4.7 million have been collected .
so we just have to keep it up."
"We're very pleased with the progress," Mrs. Epstein
A string of four straight shutouts by Annie led the
said. "We are on schedule in both Kovler and Sunny.
to a combined 14-0 score against Parker, Rich
girls
The boys' locker rooms will be done in the summer
Argo and Woodlands, until a 2-1 win at Lake
East,
while the girls' will be done by the fall. Right now, all
Academy snapped the shutout streak.
Forest
the boys are in the small girls locker room."
As the ISL season nears its critical stages, the MaWith multipurpose facilities for basketball, soccer and
floor hockey, including a court seating more than 500 roons look to dominate the league, despite feeling
people, the new gym will offer more opportunities for that teams like Latin are out for them.
"Going undefeated in the League is a real possibilboth practice time and phys ed, Mrs. Epstein said.
"There will also be new office spaces in Sunny," she ity," Stephanie said. "Latin is our main rival, because
added, "a new weight training room and an athletic we always beat them so they' re gunning for us. Even
field. We are seeding the soccer field, but it needs an- their coach doesn't like us. If we want to win the
other season to finish. The other grass will just be sod- ISL, we have to step up and cream all the teams before Latin and then carry that momentum into Latin."
ded, though, because of a lack of time."

Gymconstruction
moves to inside

Photoby Claire Stewart
ADDING A GOAL to this breakaway, Forward
Stephanie Lentz and the Maroons dominated
Woodlands 4-0 April 5 on the Midway.

Defending ISL champion Woodlands has yet to overcome the loss of several key players from last year
and are visibly not as good, Stephanie added.
"We beat Woodlands handily, so they won't be as
much of a threat as say LFA or Latin, but I think Latin
is the key."
A 4:30 p.m. battle next Tuesday against Latin on the
Midway will most likely decide the ISL champion.
Despite a lack of game experience from a myriad of
cancelled games and only one ISL game through the
first month, the 2-1-2 j.v.ers feel that they're already
in midseason form.
"We've had a lot of cancellations, so we haven't
played a lot of games," said Midfielder Caitlin Geary,
sophomore. "But since the youngsters like Freshman
Nicole Rosner have stepped up, we've been able to
play through it. For instance, St. Ignatius (April 7, 11) was a really good team, probably better than us,
but we were already playing together, so we were
able to compete. We had some good passing that led
to breakaways and our goal."
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"The Showcase was a lot of fun and it
was definitely a learning experience."

-JuniorBeccaNichols, dancetrouper

Cold can't
stop hot squad
II Underclassmen help
baseballers roll through ISL
!JY...Jules
Federle
Midway reporter
ith temperatures dipping below 30 degrees,
a frigid March wind blowing off the Lake
and a blanket of snow billowing in from
over centerfield, the boys' varsity baseball team tirelessly fielded ground ball after ground ball in Washington Park, determined to extend their four game
winning streak into an ISL championship.
Rejuvenated after a 12-2 win over Latin April 11, a
pair of wins against North Ridge College Prep in a
double header April 15, 15-5, 7-2 and a 13-3 win over
the Lake Forest a week ago, the team looks optimistically towards an ISL championship with their record
now at 6-4, (3-0 ISL). As the bone-chilling gusts of
wind blew in from the north, Senior Reid Tokarz,
starting pitcher, explained the team's new outlook
towards the season.
"All of our losses are behind us now," Reid said.
"Although we learned a lot about perseverance from
those games, we've learned to sustain our intensity
throughout the whole game. We're no longer running out of gas in the fifth inning. We're giving it
our all for the whole game."
Watching high fly balls being hit to the outfield, Junior Sim Khalidi, varsity third baseman, squinted to
protect his eyes from the driving snow as he predicted
the teams chances in the ISL.
"We've proved to ourselves how good we are," Sim
said. "Now we have to continue to dominate the ISL.
I really think our season in the league is going to be
pretty successful, if we build on the last few games."
With the snowfall dying down and hands stinging
from hitting ground balls with a freezing metal bat,
Varsity Coach Jack Taylor expressed his enthusiasm
with the new talent.

W

r
I

"The underclassmen have really stepped up this
year and have taken strong roles on the team," Coach
Taylor said. "We have Sophomores Josh Levine and
Jules Federle batting one and two in the lineup and
Freshman John Oxtoby already an integral part of
our pitching staff. Fellow Freshman Zachary
Turnbull has been leading our team from behind the
plate, so all of these guys have worked very hard
since the beginning of the season and it only makes
sense that they play."
Triumphant in their first outing against the Colonels of Parker April 4, 6-1, the varsity squad looks
confidently to Friday's 4:30 p.m. rematch on the road,
as they attempt the season sweep.
"Based on how we performed in our last game
against Parker we should have no problem with
them," said Senior Noah Roth, rightfielder, as
grounders skipped off of the ice covered infield.
"At the same time we shouldn't underestimate
them, those boys can play. I guarantee we haven't
seen everything they have."
As practice ended, Coach Taylor gave the sniffling,
wheezing and bedraggled team some words of en-

Photo by Tai Duncan
couragement, "There's only about a month and a half
left in the season guys. If anything about this team is
getting you down, just remember one thing-," as the
ice-covered trees surrounding the field barely swayed
as a powerful gust of passionless air sent chills
through the fingers of the entire team, "-there ain't
nothing like spring baseball."
After assuming the position of j.v. coach last month,
Mr. Dan Dyra has led the youngsters to a 4-3 (2-1)
mark.
After j.v. practice ended early because of the cold,
Coach Dyra described the role of freshmen on the
team.
"Just like varsity we've had some freshman step
up," he said. "Nathaniel Meadow is proving to be a
leader on the team. He gets the team motivated and
he performs quite well on the field. Michael Chandler has also taken a big role on the team, he gets out
there and runs hard. He pushes people on the team
to work as hard as he does."
After being spanked 2-12 in their season opener
against Lane Tech on March 28, the j.v.ers will look
for a win 4:15 p.m. Friday, at Parker.

SRorts Briefs
• TROUPE SHOWCASED-Performing for the
• SHOW SPECTACULAR-Following a rousing
third consecutive year at Columbia College's
March 16 Gym Show, with High School perforYoung Artist Showcase April 6, the Dance
mances in social dance, volleyball and fencTroupe busted moves to Jennifer Lopez's "Let's ing, a major goal next year will be to include
Get Loud" and a self designed techno mix.
more of the older students, said Phys Ed
The new mix was produced and choreoTeacher Joan Vande Velde, gym show coorgraphed by Juniors Lindsay Strong, Jamie Jo
dinator.
Tyler and Becca Nichols.
"One of our big goals for next year will be to
"Since we can only practice after school, our
get more High Schoolers involved," she said.
performance was a bit remedial compared to
"Now that the show has become an annual
the other schools," commented Becca, who
event and people are expecting it, we will try
called the mix "The Flip Side." "They use
to show the progression in gym activities from
the little kids on up to the High Schoolers. Also,
classes during the day to refine their dance,
but hopefully we'll be able to learn from their
the new gym will allow us to ir;clude a variety
dances and bring it to next year's routines."
. of new activities."

KeeP-ing Score
U-High score precedes opponent's;
varsity games reported first, followed
by j. v. in parentheses. Games not included here will be reported next issue.

BASEBALL-Lane
Tech, March 28,
away: 4-5 (2-12); St. Benedict, March
30 , away: 1-1 1 (10-2); St. Ignatius,
March 31, away: 6-13 (4-13); Leo,
April l, away: 8-7; Parker , April 4,
home: 6-1; Illiana Christian, April 5,
away: 6-15; Latin, April 11, home: 122 (2-12); Northridge College Prep,
April 15, avvay: 15-5, 7-2 (12-2) (13-10);
Lake Forest Academy, April 18,
home: 13-3 (16-6);
GIRLS' SOCCER-Mother McAuley,
March 29, away: 2-1 (1-3); Francis
Parker, March 31, away: 3-0; Argo
Townament, April l, away: Rich East,
5-0, Argo (title game), 3-0; Woodlands, varsity, April 5, home: 4-0; Willows , j.v., April 5 , home: (1-1), St.
Ignatius, April 7, varsity home, j.v .
away: 2-4 (1-1); Lake Forest Acad-

emy, April 10, away: 2-1 (9-0) ; North
Shore, April 11, away: 6-0; Fenwick,
April 14, away: (5-2); Elgin Academy,
April 18, away: 6-0.
BOYS' TENNIS-De La Salle, March
29, home: 4-1 (5-0); Hinsdale South,
March 30, home: 9-0; Parker, April 4,
home: 4-1 (5-0); Sandburg, April 5,
away: 5-0 (4-1); Kenwood Academy,
April 7, home: 5-0; Hinsdale South,
April 10, j.v. away: (4-3); Evanston
Invitational, Apirl 15, away: 1st of 4;
Lake Forest Academy, April 18,
home: 4-1 (5-0).
GIRLS' AND BOYS' TRACK-Lake
Forest Academy, April 11, away: girls
57-80, boys 51-80;
Editor's note: Other track results
were not available
because they
had, according to Girls' Coach Marty
Billingsley,
not been faxed to
coaches by Midway deadline.
"We
don't have any of the scores yet. We
don't write scores down because
they're not important to us."

,va1·mer
With
weather
here at
last it's time to
update that wa1·drobe! D1•op over to
Cohn & Ste1·n and
catch
up on the
newest styles at the
best prices.
You'll
always
find something to yow· liking.
And you'll
surely
like 001· h·iendly,
helpful
se1•vice.
We'1•e
just
five
blocks f1•om school,
an easy trip into
some of the best
fashions you'll find
anywhere.
When it
comes to sp1•inging
into style,
spring
into Cohn & Ste1·n!

Photo by Katie Shapiro
A BLACK UNDERSHIRTand white Vneck, both from the new Hugo Boss
Spring 2000 line, put Dave Wilson in the
mood for warmer weather and fun outdoor activities. Check out the great
fashion choices for spring and summer
at Cohn & Stern.

C0HN
tliEtN
R Great Store for Men

in the Hyde Park Shopping Center
1500 East 55th St. • (773) 752-8100

The South Side Bike Connection
When it comes to riding
bikes, we wanted to find
out who could do it better.
So we took an average
everyday Cubs fan and an
average, everyday Sox fan,
and told them to get their
bikes ready to race. While
the Cubs fan is on an old
hand-me-down bike from
his older sister, the Sox fan
is riding his new bike from
Wheels & Things. Who is
the smarter one?

Trash-talking at the starting line, the
yuppie Cubs assures the Sox fan that
he is going to, "crush him like Sammy
crushes homers." Then he starts
snorting/laughing to himself. The Sox
fan looks on smiling; he knows his
quality bike has already guaranteed
him a victory.

He's right. The Cubs fan loses control of his dorky bike,
benching it. Cubs fans. Ha! They don't know anything
about riding bikes.

Great product!

Sox win.

Ityou are a Cubs fan and have
realized that the best place to
buy bikes is right here on the
South Side, come on down to
Wheels & Things. Just don't
wear that ugly blue hat.

WHEELS

&

•

THINGS-

5210 S. Harper•
Chicago,
(773) 493-4326

IL 60615

No bike should be
without "'TheLiberator, "
a bike seat whose
advantage
is
seifexplanitory.
Said by
many to be the most
con!fortableseat ever,you
can get "liberated" at
Wheels & 'Things far a
great low price!

